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IN
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OF

MY DEAR BELOVED

MOTHER

vvhose tribe has suffered

untold and undeserved in-

dignity at the hands of

unworthy Sarhkhists who

preach that women are the

incarnations of a vile, vici-

ous and beguiling Prakrti.





PREFACE

The usual custom of offering an apology for writing

and publishing a book becomes an imperative necessity

when the obvious object of the writer is to challenge deep-

rooted beliefs and convictions. The present volume makes

no secret of the fact that it professes to question the

validity of the current account of the origin and nature

of the Sainkhya philqsophy.

The student of Sariikhya is conscious of the many

problems that beset him on all sides. But no problem

has baffled him more than the one concerning the nature

of the original Sariikhya philosophy. He is faced with

the fact that the philosophy of Sariikhya-Karika does not

see eye to eye with the accounts of Sariikhya given in

Katha, Svetaivatara and the Gita. When he refers to

the Mahabharata he finds a bewildering variety of tenets

and principles all passing muster for the Sariikhya philo-

sophy. The opinion has, therefore, been generally favoured

that there was no systematic Sariikhya at the pre-Karika

stage. The critical student may go a step further and

declare that Sariikhya has never been a systematic philo-

sophy. This would be amply justified if Sariikhya be what

the authoritative commentators say that it is.

•

For reasons that have been fully stated in the following

pages, we have been led to the conclusion that the ruling

Sariikhya is a distorted, deformed and defaced edition of

the genuine Sariikhya which has been sought to be driven

underground, like so many things of India’s far-reaching

past, to suit the exigencies of rolling centuries and agesf

This is only an instance of the gigantip cultural conflicts

that are written large in the pages of Indian history.

What we have done is simply the application of, what

may be called, the spade-and-shovel method of the archseo-
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legist to the treatise called Sarhkhya-Karika and attributed

to I^^rara-kr9^la. We have tried to remove, layer by layer,

all later accretions with the sole object of reclaiming the

original Samkhya philosophy. We have denied both Gauda-
pada and Vacaspati the privilege of leading us blind-folded

by the nose. We have made bold to submit them to a

rational survey. If anybody resents this procedure on

our part we have for him in our pocket the charter of

freedom signed, sealed and solemnised by Samkhya itself.

What we have found is striking, shocking and some-

thing unthought of in the domain of Indian speculation.

It is a theory of Reality and Life that rebels against the

doctrine of salvation that Samkhya is said to be. We have

noticed in Sariikhya-Karika a doctrine of Duhkha and

Mok?a trying to yoke a demonstrative philosophy of

Reality and Life developing round the concepts of Bandha
and Siddhi.

The two Samkhyas in Samkhya-Karika may be separ-

ated from each other. The first fifty-two Karikas without

the term Duhkha contain the genuine Samkhya, while

the sixte^en Karikas from 53 to 68 propound the false

Samkhya. The latter is pretty well-known. We shall

here try to give an outline of what the former is.

Samkhya means and is the theory of Reality. Reality,

according to it, is, as Dahlmann I41S said, a triune-unity.

We differ, however, from Dahlmann in holding that this

triune-unity is not to be found in its genuine form in either

Katha or Sveta^vatara. It is, as the 2nd Karika puts it,

the unity of Vyaktavyaktajua. Reality is not an aspect-

less unity but a unity of differentiated aspects. It is a

“dynamic Order.

The concept 8f Order is the fundamental concept of

Samkhya. Jua is the central principle of this Order, ever

^meaning Avyakta and through its medium the society of

personal-objective orders called Vyaktas or better Vyaktis.
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Knowledge is only another name for this Order. But as

involving a society of personal-objective orders, there is

also a moral order. Morality is the quality of the inter-

personal relations. These interpersonal relations are,

according to Samkhya, the social functions of Vacana,

5dftna etc. otherwise called Karma-Indriyas. 5nanda or

Art is included in these social functions. The position of

Samkhya has been perfectly cleared by the division of

the necessary Indriyas of Linga-Puru^a into Buddhi-

Indriyas or logical or objectifying functions and Karma-

Indriyas or social or moral functions. The former are

concerned with the construction of the objective order

of facts, the latter with that of the social order of persons.

Reality or Knowledge (and, therefore, Lifiga-Puru^a also)

is the dynamic Order in which two orders may be distin-

guished. They are the orders of Science (Juana or Buddha)

and Morality o/ Conduct (Karma or Dharma). This latter

includes the order of Art. This explains Jfiana-Karma-

Samuccaya of the Gita and indicates the source of the

concept of Triratna of Buddhism.

We have said that Reality, according to Samjchya, is

a dynamic Order. That it is so will be evident from the

fact that it is a Puru?arthahetuka Nimitta-Naimittika-

Prasaiiga. Purugartha is a dynamic concept. It means

Reason and Conscience. Reason demands Science. Con-

science demands Conduct. It is significant, therefore, that

Samkhye has styled itself as Puru^arthajaana.

Reality being thus a dynamic logical-moral order, it

must be conceived as a perpetual ordering. Disorder and

chaos, discord and confusion, error and evil or Viparyaya

and Aiakti are necessarily involved in Reality. The

antagonism of Sattva and Taraas and the Necessary place

that they occupy in Reality are thus highly significant.

Science is a perpetual crusade against Nescience,

Morality against misconduct or untruth and injustice and
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Art against deformity and distortion. The mythological

fables in the Puraiias^ of the many battles between the

gods and the demons and the realistic reference to

Kuruk^etra® as something necessary for the maintenance

of the order of Truth and Justice against the onslaughts

of the forces of disorder and disruption are only different

enumerations of the inherent conflict in any truly conceived

dynamic order.

The concept of Reality as ordering disorder is as old

as Rgvedic Rta and its necessary implicate Anrta. The

story of Ka^yapa giving birth to Adityas and Daityas

by his two wives Aditi and Diti respectively is only the

mythical illustration of this very concept of Reality.

Adityas and Daityas are eternally at war. This war, this

conflict is the very life and soul of Reality.

Divested of myth and metaphor, this conflict assumes

the form of an eternal interrogation and a never-ending

call for action. It is both Tattvajijfiasa and Karma
or Dharraajijaasa including Rasaprerana or artistic urge.

Viewed logically. Reality as Jijfiasa is an eternal

Dialectic. Viewed ethically. Reality is a perpetual call

for readjustment of interpersonal relations. Dialectic

demands Science, Personal relations demand Morality

and Art, or Conduct and .Esthetic enjoyment.

Jijfiasa presupposes Bandha and anticipates Vijfiana.

Special JijMsas presuppose special Bandhas and^ antici-

pate the special sciences. General JijBflsa presupposes

general Bandha and anticipates philosophy. Philosophy

is the self-comprehension of Reality. Samkhya is such

a philosophy. It explains the general structure of Reality

as Dialectic or Jijfiasa and comprehends both Tattva and

Dh&rma Jijfiasa.'

* e. g. Cha^d!

• Gita Ch. IV., 7 and 8.
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We are now in a position to understand the real import

of the first two Karikas. Jijiiasa is a call for the conquest of

Bandha, It is, therefore, due to the reaction or Abhighata

of Bandha and is directed to its annihilation or Apaghata.

There is no logical place for Duhkha in the first Karika,

simply because Sariikhya has recognised that the logical

necessity for Science or Jijiiasa is more fundamental than

the pragmatic or hedonistic necessity of Duhkhapaghata.

Again, Ekanta and Atyanta Abhava does not refer to

Duhkha or, as wo tpould say, Bandha but to Jijfiasa.

The meaning is that there is no end or termination of

JijMsa. Puru^artha or Reason or Meaning without

perpetual self-interrogation is an impossible conception.

Such a final and absolute end of Jijfiasa would mean the

suicide of Purusartha. Hence it is that the first Siddhi

is Uha.

Reality being Jijfiasa, nothing else, neither Anu^ravika

nor Drista can take its place. Samkhya Jijfiasa is, there-

fore, neither superfluous nor meaningless. It has a

deep significance. It is Puru^arthajfiana or the philosophy

of Reason or Moaning. Instead of negating the* special

sciences, it puts them in their proper place. Reason

with its inherent Jijfiasa is the perennial source of Philo-

sophy or Science and Sciences.

The duty of each person (male or female) or the indi-

vidual, E^ccording to Sarokhya, can only be the cultivation

of Science and sciences on the one hand, and the main-

tenance of the moral order of personal relations including

the artistic order of personal enjoyment on the other.

In other words, the duty of each person consists in the

unceasing cultivation of Science, Morality and Art.

This is the ideal of Jfiana-Karma-Samuccaya traces* of

which are found in the Gitft. The individual has value

so far as he or she realises the orders of the True, the

Just and the Beautiful. The person has no value so

far as he or she rebels against these orders or the
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Order. This is the burden of the teachings of Sri Kr§na

to Arjuna, Again, universal love does not cancel the

necessity of a vigorous campaign against untruth and

injustice.

Here we are again reminded of Dahlmann. We fully

endorse his contention that Sarfikhya is the dominant

philosophy of the MahabhSrata and that this Epic teaches

a single self-consistent ethico-philosophical view. We
differ from him only in so far as we hold that the Maha-

bharata was originally intended to teach the Samkhya

theory of Conduct or the Samkhya Ethics. The story

that is the nucleus of the Mahabharata is nothing but the

illustration of the Samkhya culture. Sri Kr^na is Puru^a.

The five Paiidavas are the Sattvika Karma-functions of

Vacana, Adana, Viharana and Utsarga. Yudhisthira, the

son of Dharma, personifies Sattvika Vacana. Bhima, the

son of Pavana, is the incarnation of Sakti involved in

Adana or the assertion of rights. Arjuna, the son of Indra

or Mitra personifies Viharana or fellow.ship or companion-

ship. He is Krgnasakha. Prowess for the maintenance

of the order of Truth and Justice has its source in Fellow-

ship or Universal Love. The twins, the sons of A^vini-

kumaras personify Utsarga or service or the discharging

of duties or devotion. Service is represented by the twins

because it benefits both the individual and the order.

Draupadi is Ananda. She is the impersonation of Art.

Arjuna wins Draupadi and yet all the brothers marry her,

simply because Art is wedded to social functions through

fellowship which is the mainspring of all social relations.

Kauravas personify the Tamasika Karma-functions

born of the blind usurper Dhrtara§tra. Evil is blind and

multiple. The ‘names of the Kauravas are invariably

preceded by the prefix *Du’ meaning bad. The entire life-

history of the Paiidavas is an unceasing tale of persecution

at the hands of the Kauravas. The Paiidavas are the

emblems of fortitude, reliance, resignation, contentment and
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wisdom. They suffer all, bear all the treachery and

perfidy of the Kaurovas with deserving nobility and lofti-

ness of heart. But at last the supreme call of the order

of Truth and Justice asserts itself and Kuruk^etra

becomes inevitable. The cause of Justice rises above the

considerations of fellowship. Arjuna had to be re-

minded of this and hence the invaluable Krsnarjuna-

samvada or the original Bhagavadgita.

Kurukfetra is life. It is the perpetual war between

the Sattvika and the Tamasika Karma-functions. It is

inevitable for the proper adjustment of interpersonal rela-

tions. It is a never-ending war. It is a war that is per-

fectly consistent with universal love or human fellowship ;

for, it is directed towards the maintenance of that fellow-

ship in its genuine form. It is a war against the abuse

of fellowship. This is why Arjuna is the hero of

Kuruk?etra.

We hold, for these reasons, that Silmkhya was the

ruling philosophy of the pre-Buddhistic Epic culture.

This Epic culture began as a reaction against the faith in

super-rational authority and the ritualistic ethics of the

Brahmanas. The peculiar features of the Epic culture

are its broad-based Humanism, Rationalism and the con-

sequent distaste for the supernatural. The most convinc-

ing evidence of this contention is found in the logical out-

look of Samkhya and the new significance attached to the

concepf of Karma. Karma is no longer the performance

of the formalistic rituals but the proper discharge of the

social functions of Vacana, Adana etc. which are

necessarily involved in the constitution of Li6ga~

Purusas.

This Epic culture, we venture to think, is writ larg^ in

original Buddhism in its Logic and Ethics. Buddhism is

not a cult but a culture. Its Logic is its Metaphysics

and its Ethics is human. VijSanavada Buddhism is the

direct offspring of Samkhya. Its Logic and its Ethics have
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been hopelessly misunderstood. The concepts of Triratna

and Nirvana are the keynotes of Buddhism.^ Nirvana is

dedication to Triratna, viz. Sangha or the dynamic Order,

Buddha or the Order of Science and Sciences and Dharma
or the Order of Conduct or Justice or Morality, We only

hope that some -worthy hand will take up the stupendous

work of redeeming Buddhism from its present state of

ignominy.

We offer our thanks to all those who have rendered

ungrudging assistance and beg to mention specially the

names of my colleagues, Messrs S. P. Chaturvedi, M. A.,

M. N. Mitra, M. A., R. C. Guha, M. A., my student Mr.

S. N. Misra, B. A. and my brother Mr. S. N. Mukerji, M. A.

We offer our apologies for the many short-comings of the

book and our respectful Pranams to the great teachers

Kapila, Kr^ua and Buddha.

Safigham Saranam GacchSmi

Buddharh
,, ,,

Dharmarn „ „

Mangalalaya, Nagpur,

24-12-30
J. N. MUKERJI.

' Cf. the concept of Bodhisattva.
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CHAPTER I.

The Point of View.

It has already been indicated in the preface that

Samkhya Karikas attributed to Iivarak??na, taken as a

whole, propound two different and mutually inconsistent

philosophies. Our object here is to indicate what the

two philosophies are, and where they differ and contradict.

It is, indeed, a difficult task, simply because one of the

contrasted theories has yet to be established. The reader

is, therefore, requested to return to this chapter after

going through the whole book.

There is one obvious objection against the hypothesis

we have advanced, that 16 Karikas have been added to

the original body. It refers to the view that the Samkhya

philosophy is propounded in 70 Karikas^ It is also

believed that one Karika is missing and Lokamanya Tilak*

tried to restore it. This objection has, however, no force,

for the number refers to the remodelled and enlarged

Samkhya philosophy,

The points of difference between the two philosophies

may be generally stated in the following way

The philosophy of Karikas

Ito 52

1. Starts from the recog-

nition of Bandha.

2. Ends in Siddhi.

3. Understands by Puru-

§artha primarily Reason

or Logical Meaning and

secondarily, Conscience

or Moral Meaning.

The philosophy of Karikas

53 to 68

1. Starts from the recog-

nition of Duhkha.

2. Ends in Mok^a or

salvation.

3. Understands by Puiai?-

artha Moral End or Sum-

mum Bonum only.

1. K. 72. 2. Task's 'Orion'.
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The philosophy of Kari-

kas 1 to 52—

(

Contd.)

4. Outlook is logical.

5. Avyakta is incapable of

existing without Vyakta.

6. Reality is a concrete,

constructive process. It

is neither Vyakta alone,

nor Avyakta alone, nor

JSa alone but Vyakta-

vyaktajfia. It is eternal.

7. Jfia is the ultimate and

universal principle of

Meaning. Jfia-Avyakta

is realised in a number

of Lifiga-Purujas.

8. Evolution is not due to

ignorance and is never

extinguished. Knowledge

means the construction of
I

the objective. Morality

means the construction

of the moral order.

The philosophy of Kari-

kas 53 to 68

—

{Contd.)

t

4. Outlook is psychologi-

cal.

5. Avyakta is capable of

existing without Vyakta.

6. Avyakta evolves in time

and its evolution is an

ev’ent in time. Conse-

quently, it has a begin-

ning and an end.

7. A plurality of passive

Puru^as with the active

principle of Avyakta is

ultimate.

8. Evolution is due to

ignorance. Knowledge

means its extinction and

the withdrawal of tne

objective. Morality means

the denial of social life.

It is not possible to develop alb these points at once.

The whole of the present volume has been found necessary

for that purpose. We shall here point out one change

that the author of the 16 added Karikas must have intro-

duced into the original philosophy. We hold that there

is no room for the term Duhkha in the first 52 Karikas,

unless it is understood to be only another name for igno-

rance or error fconoerning the true and the just. It occurs

twice within that range and in both the places it

requires to be replaced by Bandha. The first Karika should

he understood to refer to Bandhatraya and not to
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Duhkhatraya, and the 51st Kftrika to refer to Bandha-

Vighatastraya and not^to Duhkha-Vighatastraya. One of the

added Karikas, viz. tne 55th also refers to Duhkha. But

there it is described as due to old age and death. This

account does not agree with the account of Du^khatraya,

generally given and accepted without criticism. On the

other hand, the 44th Karika refers to Bandhatraya and it

is perfectly legitimate to hold that the enquiry or investi-

gation, called the Sariikhya philosophy, is concerned with

the annihilation of three Bandhas or errors.

The three kinds of Duhkhas are said to be Sdhibhautika,

5dhidaivika and 5dhyatmika.

Vacaspati says that Sdhibhautika Duhkha is pain due to

Bhiltas or inanimate things and animate creatures,

Jdhidaivika to Yak§a, Pi^aca etc., and Sdhyatmika is said

to be either bodily or mental. The question now is : Are

not the former two also either bodily or mental or both ?

The difficulty is too obvious to be ignored. Hence Vacaspati

hastens to say that Adhyatmika pains are so called because

they submit to internal remedies, while the former two are

capable of being cured by external remedies. Are we to

suppose, then, that ointments for bodily pains were un-

known and accept that wife and children and property

are wholly internal remedies ? This classification is, in

the first place, simply hopeless. It is overlapping in every

respect £tfid introduces Yak§a, Pidaca, talisman, amulet etc.,

which are, to say the least, not philosophical concepts.

Secondly, it is curious that Duhkhas have not been

traced to Ajfiana or error. Yet it is necessary that it

should be done, simply because the second Karika definite-

ly states that Vijfiana or knowledge is the .unfailing apd

ultimate remedy. It is a commonplace that whatever can

be cured by knowledge must be due to ignorance or error.

It is not possible to find out who is responsible for the

introduction and interpolation of Duhkhas given by
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Gau^apflda, V&caspati and others. But it is certainly out

of tune with the basic ideas of the Sapikhya philosophy.

Thirdly, even if the term Duhkha be retained, it must

be traced to Bandha, and Bandha to ignorance as stated in

the 24th Kftrika. The cessation of Duhkha is the necessary

consequence of the removal of errors. Consequently, it is

natural to expect that Samkhya should be concerned more

with the errors than with Duhkhas. Any elaborate classi-

fication of Duhkhas is superfluous.

Fourthly, we shall show that the Samkhya philosophy

does not hold that existence or life is necessarily an evil.

On the other hand, it is positively worth living and being

enjoyed. There is Duhkha but it is not the whole of our

life. Experiencing and feeling pain are not synonymous.

There is Sattva or Priti or delightful experience, and

Ananda is one of the constituents of Linga. Duhkhavada,

as given in Karika 55, is, therefore, foreign to the Samkhya

philosophy.

We conclude, therefore, that Samkhya is not troubled

by pessimism and that the terms idhibhautika etc. refer to

Bandhas or errors and not to Duhkhas. But what do they

mean then ?

It is, indeed, a difficult task to determine their meaning ;

for, there is a mystery hanging about them. It is certain,

however, that they have been derived from the terms

Adhibhuta, Adhyatma and Adhidevata or Adhidevat In the

Mahabharata (Santi-Parva Ch. 313) the author promises

to describe them. He does it in the next chapter. There

we get a list of what may be called the instances of Adhi-

bhuta, Adhyatma and Adhideva. No attempt has been made
to define them. We have, therefore, to do it ourselves.

There are two points to be noted carefully. The first

is that these terms imply one another and are inseparably

connected in respect of their meaning. To take one exam-

ple, it is said that the visual-sense is Adhyatma, Rapa or
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colour is its Adhibhiita, and its Adhideva is the Sun. Simi-

larly, Vftk is Adhyatjna, that which is spoken is its Adhi-

bhata, and Agni is its Adhideva. It seems thus that func-

tion or Karaiia is Adhyatma, the object or Karya is Adhi-

bhata and Adhideva is the unity or the principle that

underlies and transcends both.

These terms thus represent a scheme of viewing Reality.

The outline of this scheme agrees wonderfully with that

of Satnkhya. Only the thirteen Karanas, recognised by

Samkhya, are mentioned in this list. Each of them is

Adhyatma. Their objects are Adhibhatas. The philosophy

of Sariikhya-Karika, however, does not recognise all Adhi-

devas mentioned in the Mahabharata list. Karanas and

their functioning involve only one Adhideva and that is Jna

or Puru?a. It is the principle of unity that underlies all

functioning.

This brings us to the second point. It is the ulti-

mate rejection of the mythological gods like Indra, Agni

as independent principles of individual functions. We
are told that Buddhi is Adhideva of Ahankara and Atman
is Adhideva of Buddhi. This is very significant anjl marks

what may be called the transition from the mythological

to the rational. In Samkhya-Karika we do not find, for this

reason, many Adhidevas but only one which is not Atman
but Jna or Puru^a.

The philosophy of Samkhya-Karika may, therefore, be

said to signify, by Adhibhautika, Adhidaivika and

Adhyatmika Bandhas, the erroneous views regarding the

scheme of Adhideva-Adhyatma-Adhibuhta. It is possible to

fill in this scheme in many ways. It may be God-man-

world or Brahma-Maya-Jagat or even Matter-energy-world.

Samkhya rejects all these and proposes wl^t may be des-

cribed as the unity of Jna (Logical Principle)-Avyakta

(psychological medium)-Vyakta. This is the Samkhya

scheme of the structure of Reality.

The account of three Bandhas, viz. Prakrtika, Vaik)^ika
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and Dak^inaka points to the same conclusion. They refer

to the ignorance of the true nature
,
of Prakrti, Prakiti-

viki-ti, and Puru?a or Jfia. In short, Bandhas signify

erroneous views of Reality. They are three, simply because

Reality is a triune-unity of Adhideva-Adhyatma-Adhibhuta.

The terms Prakrtika etc. must have been coined later

when Duhkha was added to Bandha.

The right perspective, according to Samkhya, is the

point of view of Jna or the logical point of view. Insistence

on this means the rejection of tn« naturalistic, theistic

and psychological or subjectivistic points of view.

Thus emerges, from the discussion of Bandhas, the

conception of philosophy as the theory or Vijfiana or know-

ledge of Reality as subject-object or Vyaktavaktajfia.

This shows how worthless the traditional interpretation of

Duhkhatraya is. Not only that. It is positively misleading,

for, it creates the impression that the Samkhya philosophy

arose directly out of popular beliefs and vulgar supersti-

tions and was absolutely without any philosophical back-

ground.. But an advanced system like Sariikhya, which

takes a,, distinctive point of view of great philosophical

value, could never have been conceived, far less pro-

pounded, in an environment of popular superstitions and

pessimistic hysterics.

Samkhya is primarily, as says Croce an exposition

of a gnoseologically conceived Logic. It, therefore, could

not omit the discussion of errors. Croce himself sa,ys that

these errors are Scepticism, Mysticism, Dualism, iEstheti-

cism etc. According to Samkhya, they are Naturalism,

Theism or Polytheism, Psychologism or Mysticism or the

various erroneous ways of filling in the scheme of

AdJiideva-AdhyLatma-AdhibhQta.

The first line of the first Karika, therefore, means

that the enquiry called the Samkhya philosophy is

inspired by the object of dispelling the various errors

1. Enoy. of Phil. Sciences Vol. 1, Logic P. 213.
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regarding Reality. Samkhya, however, does not and

cannot stop here. Being pledged to the logical point of

view, it must denounce 3.nu<ravika or the ritualistic cult

and this it does in the 1st line of the 2nd Karikft. The

2nd line of this Karika says that Bandhavighata is possible

only by knowledge or Vijfiana which is the reverse of

ritualism. It is further stated that inuiravika is like

Dr9ta or the obvious ways. But what are these obvious

ways ? Our hypothesis is that occultism and ascetic

practices are meant by the obvious ways. The argu-

ments in support or this hypothesis are derived from

(1) the account of Siddhis which do not lend any

countenance to these practices and (2) from the logical

position of Samkhya which demands the rejection

of all theories and practices that do not recognise the

fundamental and supreme value of knowledge and the

moral or social functions. Samkhya-Yoga is the product

of an uncritical alliance. The view-points of the two are

not only different but opposed. Yoga is theistic while

Samkhya, as we have seen, treats Theism as Bandha or

error. They are also culturally differentiated.

This philosophy is in perfect agreement with that trend

of the Upani?adic thought, according to which, Reality is

Jfianasvarflpa or identical with Knowledge. But its theory

of Knowledge or Reality marks it off from Nyaya,

Vedanta and almost eve^y other system of thought except

Buddhism and Jainism and brings it into closer touch with

the theory of Puru^a which YagSavalkya has propounded

in the Brhadaranyaka Upani^ad (Ch. IV. 3rd Brahma^ia).

It does not believe in Knowledge as such pr Jfianamatra

whicn cancels even the distinction between the knower
and the known. On the other hand, it definitely holds that

knowledge is a unity in continuity, Sarga o? constructioft.

Knowing is neither copying a ready-made objective world

nor refusing to think of it but constructing the objective. The
objective is the objectification of Meaning or PuruiSrtha-

prakaia. Jfia is not mere Being but the Being that Means.
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Some Indian philosophers have tried to arrange the

six systems of Indian thought in a hierarchical scale with
<•

Vedanta at the top. Samkhya is treated as the second

best. Samkhya, however, emphatically protests against any

such subordination. It propounds a unique philosophy

and any attempt to subordinate it to Vedanta betrays a

complete misunderstanding of its principles.

European writers are generally of opinion that Indian

thougnt is religious and not philosophical. Indian philo-

sophy has, for this reason, been denied a place in the

History of Philosophy. They must note very carefully

that Samkhya is at least an exception. It has proclaimed

in no uncertain voice that true philosophy is the knowledge

of what Knowledge or Reality is. Even the charge of

pessimism does not stand against it. It draws its inspiration

not from the experience of Duhkha but from the inherent

Jijfiasa of Reason. MacdonelH has, of course, acclaimed it

as the first rationalistic philosophy of the world. But the

depth of that rationalism has yet to be fathomed.

We shall close this chapter by drawing pointed atten-

tion to the fact that the point of view of Samkhya is logical

and not psychological. Confusion between these two points

of view has been the stumbling-block of many a system

of thought. It is necessary, therefore, to distinguish the

two very clearly. With this end in view, we shall quote

a very significant passage from Bosanquet’s Essentials

of Logic. It runs thus : “In the one sense my mind is in

my head, in the other sense my head is in my minS. In the

one sense I am in space, in the other sense space is in me.”

The former signifies the psychological, while the latter the

logical point of view. The following pages will show how
Samkhya has, in every detail, consistently carried out the

demands of this logical outlook and how the false Samkhya

has been victimised by the psychological.

1. A Hist, of Saaskrit Literature, P. 386.



CHAPTER II.

The Theory of Causation.

The problem of causation must figure prominently in

a demonstrative theory of Reality and Samkhya has given

it the due share of importance. The theory of causation

has been propounded in the ninth Karika. It would,

however, be a mistake to suppose—and this is usually

forgotten—that all that Samkhya has to say about causa-

tion is contained only in that Karika. The full significance,

again, of this very important Karika can be realised only

when it is read in the context of the entire Samkhya

philosophy.

The ninth Karika is meant for establishing the peculiar

Samkhya theory of causation called Satkaryavada. It

states a conclusion supported by arguments. The conclu-

sion is Sat Karyam. According to Vacaspati, it means that

the effect pre-exists in the cause. This interpretation,

we contend, is doubly objectionable. In the first .place,

it suggests that the cause may exist without effecting.

In the second place, it states only half the truth and may
be- said to have suppressed the most important significance

of the theory of Satkaryavada. Students of Samkhya are

well aware of the manner in which the former has been

exploited*to bring in the theory of Pralaya (wholesale with-

drawal) and the consequent Jrambha (initiation) of the

unfoldment of Avyakta. It has not unfortunately been

realised that Pralaya and 5rambha sound the death-knell

of the theory of Satkaryavada which means that causation

(and, therefore, the cause and the effect) is real as distin-

guished from illusory projection or creation of ignorance.

Karyam is Sat as a matter of principle and has nothing to

do with the ignorance or error of the individual Puru^a.

The peculiar point of the Samkhya theory of causation

2
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is that causation is disimplication. The cause is the

implicit effect and the effect is the explicit cause. In

other words, causality means a process. It is a beginning-

less and endless process of continuous unfoldment. This

process is never only cause or only effect but ever cause-

effect or, as Sftmkhya would say, Vyaktavyakta. As cause

it is Avyakta. As effect it is Vyakta. Vyaktavyakta is a

dynamic order, a systematic Nimittanaimittikaprasaiiga or

causal process.

The causal process is necessarily an objective process.

The cause is an object. The effect is also an object,

Samkhya has, therefore, told us that Vyaktavyakta is

Vi^aya or objective. As such, the category of causality

carries with it the categories of time and space. The

causal process has an inseparable time-space-character.

The terms Karana (cause) and Karya (effect) have a

restricted application in Samkhya. It will not certainly

do to forget it, as is usually done. It must be remembered

that Reality, according to Samkhya, is not Vyaktavyakta

only but Vyaktavyaktajna. The term Jna has a very impor-

tant meaning. We shall see below what that meaning is.

We have said that Satkaryavada signifies (i) that

causality is a process and (ii) that the causal process is

real. We shall now turn to the ninth Karika and see how
far it goes with us. It should be remembered, however,

that the distinction between the cause and the effect is a

necessary logical distinction and applies to the ••objective

continuum. They are the two distinguishable moments

of the objective process. If one of them be real, the other

must also be real. The question now is : What is exactly

the relation between the two distinguishable moments
called the cause and the effect ?

Vacaspati says that, according to Samkhya, cause and

effect arc non-different. This is again a partial truth.

The relation of cause to effect is, according to Samkhya,

one of identity-in-difference. Our contention is proved
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by the fact that the eighth E&rikft states quite clearly

that the effect of Prakrti is Prakritivirtlpam Sarllpam Ca i. e.

like Prakrti in some respects and unlike it in others. Kftri-

kas 10 and 11 again state the features in which Vyakta

(the effect) and Avyakta (the cause) agree and differ. It

would be more proper, therefore, to say that the relation

of cause to effect is not one of non-difference but one

of identity-in-difference.

The argument Karanabhavat means that the nature of

the effect must be conceived as determined by the na-

ture of the cause. In other words, there must be iden-

tity of content between the cause and the effect. Without

this identity of content the causal relation is absolutely

meaningless. But why should it be so ? Samkhya gives

the reply in the other argument, viz. Saktasya Sakya-

karaiiat. It means that the cause and the effect must

be conceived a.s adequate (both qualitatively and quantita-

tively) to each other.

But why should they be adequate to each other ? The
reply is given in the argument, viz. Sarvasambhava-

bhavat. It means that it is inconceivable that any
means can contribute to any effect. The denial of the

condition of adequacy would lead to the position that

any means can account for any effect. Such a position, as

is well-known, undermines the very foundation of know-

ledge. Samkhya, howeVer, is prepared to give the oppo-

nent th£ fairest possible considerations. The opponent

is perfectly at liberty to question the necessity of the

employment of means for effectuation. The reply to

such a question is given in the argument, viz. Upada-

nagraha^^at. It means that the employment of means

is a necessary condition of all intelligible effectuation.

It need not be pointed out that Samkhya* is not at 8,11

concerned with magic or miracle. Samkhya does not even

stop here. It allows the question : Cannot the means

that is necessary for effectuation be Non-being or Asat ?
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The reply is evidently in the negative and is given in the

argument, viz. Asadakarauftt i.e. Kon-being cannot be

Karaiia. In other words, the cause and the effect cannot

be different in kind. There can only be formal differences

owing to the effect being the explicit cause.

The ninth Karika thus refers to certain incon-

ceivabilities in support of the conclusion, viz. Satkary-

airi. It is inconceivable that the non-existent can be a

means i.e. the existent, that there can be effectuation

without the employment of means and that any means

can contribute to any effect. On the other hand, it is

necessary to hold that the means must be adequate,

qualitatively and quantitatively, to the effect and thus the

cause must be taken as determining the nature of the effect.

The cause being thus positive, the effect must be taken as

Sat or real (as the disimplication of the cause).

The relation of cause to effect being thus one of

disimplication, cause-effect must mean a continuous

process. As both the factors of this process are real,

the process itself is real. Satkaryam, therefore, means

that the causal-objective process is a real process.
«

We get this very conclusion from another side as

well. In Sariikhya, Karyam means effect and also the

ever-evolving order of Matapityja and Prabhttta Viie§as

or the Paficabhautika order. Vyakta is another name
for this order. According to SaAkhya, Vyakta is real.

Its cause Avyakta is also real. Thus we find that Sat-

karyam means that the Paficabhautika causal-objective

order is real. It should be noted here that Sariikhya is not

bound down by the conception that the real must be un-

changing and unchangeable. According to Sariikhya,

even change is real provided it is systematic.

The Sariikhya theory of causation is thus exactly what

the logical outlook demands. In the domain of the objec-

tive there is the iron rule of necessity or predetermination.

The world-process is, in every detail, causally determined.
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Cause is the system of conditions that is continuous through

the effect.

In the theory of featksryavada Sainkhya has explained

the nature of the causal-objective process or Vyaktavyakta.

But this is not all that can be said about it. The most

important aspect still remains to be propounded. The

causal process has to be viewed in relation to Thought
or Meaning. When that is done, the insufficiency of

the category of causality becomes obvious. Causality re-

quires to be transcended by Reason and the Law of

causation by the Law of Sufficient Reason.

Samkhya is alive to all these necessities and has recorded

its view in wonderfully exact terminology. In the first

place, Avyakta has been called Karaua or the cause of

Vyakta but Purusa or Jfia has been called the Adhi^thana

or ground of Vyaktavyakta (K. 17). Karana has been dis-

tinguished from Adhi§thana, cause from Reason. This is

the limitation of the category of causality in Samkhya.

Reason is the sufficient reason of everything. The causal

process is, therefore, Puru^arthahetuka t'.e. dependent on

what Purusa means (K. 42). Artha does not mean purpose

as the false Samkhya understands it. Jha, the synthetic

principle of Meaning, is the fundamental ground of the

systematic construction that the objective is. Reality is,

therefore. Knowledge or the objectification of Meaning or

the continuous construction of the objective.

Sarga or this constructive process has thus two

aspects, viz. the aspect of Meaning or Bhavakhya and the

aspect of objective symbolism or Lingakhya (K. 52). Not

only that. The same Karika tells us that there is no

Linga without Bhava and no realisation (Nirvrtti not

Nivi-tti) of Bhava without Liiga. In other words. Meaning

without symbol and symbol without Meeming are both

abstractions and unreal.

We find, therefore, that the real world-process is an

eternal symbolisation of Meaning. Looked at from one
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point of view, it is a naturalistic mechanical process.

From another point of view, it is shot through with

Meaning and is hence logical or ideal. From the right

point of view, it is the realisation of “Idea.”

Samkhya recognises three aspects of Reality. They may
be arranged in the following order of logical consequence :

—

Jfia Artha Meaning
Avyakta Pravrtti Individualising*

(Kaivalyartham) causality

Vyakta Kriya Additive*

(Parispandalak^ana) causality.

The higher in the scale implies the lower and the

lower presupposes the higher. Hence Reality is a process

of systematic disimplication or Vyaktavyaktajfia or

Knowledge.

The Samkhya theory of causation, as outlined above,

proves unquestionably that our contention is legitimate.

Samkhya is a logical theory of Reality and is neither the-

istic nor dualistic nor naturalistic. The false Samkhya,

for reasons and motives which will be shown later on,

changed it fundamentally by interpreting Puru?artha

teleologically instead of logically. We know that purpose

presupposes Reason. The original Samkhya knew it too.

But later Samkhya stumbled here.

Along with purpose comes the concept of Pralaya for
o

purpose must be fulfilled some day. When it is fulfilled,

there is no reason why the whole machinery involved in

the achievement of the end should persist any longer.

So we find that Sarga or construction arrives at a stage

when it is no longer necessary (K. 66). But a purpose

that emerges in time and retires in time cannot be

fundamental. It requires to be explained. In other
* •

words, it must have sufficient reason. It is certainly no

explanation to say that somehow Puru§a errs into a fasci-

* Driesoh. The History and Theory of Vitalism.
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nation for Prakrti a,nd Prakpti, for the sake of Puruja,

shows herself in her true colour and thereby helps

Puru^a to free himself from the self-imposed bondage.

The original Ssmkhya attained a much superior level

and was far removed from this sort of childish specu-

lation. It realised full well that all this, viz. the possi-

bility of falling into error, the erroneous construction

of the world and the dissolution of the world with the

cessation of error and the emergence of knowledge, even if

true, necessarily presupposes a wider system without

which this sort of systematic (?) error cannot be explained.

That the original Sariikhya meant by Artha primarily

Meaning will be evident from Karika 36, the structure

of Linga and last, but not the least, the use of the word
Jua in Vyaktavyaktajua. It does recognise purpose but

that only as the derivative of Reason which is treated

as fundamental.

It is easy now to see where Sariikhya differs from

other systems of Indian thought. It does not recognise

any Avidya or Maya or Vasana as the cause of the

world. It does not hold that the world-sense is an off-

spring of ignorance. On the contrary, it definitely as-

serts that to be a world is the very essence of Puru-

sartha or Reason or Meaning. The essence of Jiia is,

in the words of Green, “in the objective order of things”.

Avyakta or better Vyabtavyakta is real, for Jna means it.

Our interpretation has got to face two problems of

first-rate importance. One concerns the account of evo-

lution attributed to the Sariikhya philosophy. The other

is the theory of Mokga. The second problem will bo

fully discussed afterwards. For the present, however,

we shall mention the very significant fact that the term
• o

Mok^a is conspicuous by its absence in the first 52

Karikas. Only once in Karika 44 the term Apavai^a

has been used. It need not, however, mean Mok|a of

the type indicated in the later Karikas.
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As regards the problem of evolution, we maintain

that the texts do not justify the supposition that Avyakta

begins to evolve at a certain point of time and gradually

by unfoldment becomes the concrete Vyakta, as an

aggregate of separable elements. Sariikhya.on the other-

hand, holds that the objective is an eternal and ever-

evolving concrete continuum. It is a systematic cons-

truction. Consequently, it has a definite and perfectly

intelligible structure. The categories are the inseparable

components of this structure, arranged in the order of

logical presupposition and implication. Later Samkhya

has committed the fallacy of taking logical analysis

for temporal or physical evolution.

To sum up, the discussion of Bandhas has led us to the

conclusion that the point of view of Sariikhya is logical.

The theory of causation confirms this conclusion and

further shows that, according to Samkhya, Reality is not

mere Being nor mere Change but systematic Change or

unity in continuity or objectifying Meaning. The principle

of Meaning is fundamental and absolute. Thought is

connected Meaning or System. The fundamental Law of

Thought is the Law of Sufficient Reason and not the Law
of mere Identity or of Non-contradiction.



CHAPTER III

The Theory of Pramana.

The Samkhya theory of Pramftna further confirms

our contention that it is a logical theory of Reality.

We are told that Prameyasiddhi or the ascertainment

of truth or fact is always a matter of proof. Samkhya
thus refuses to accept as true anything that is not capable

of being proved. Rational comprehension or deduction is

thus an absolute necessity. (K. 4.)

Proof or Pramana is defined as that which leads to

Prama or cognition of truth. This definition, however, is

obviously inadequate, for the central concept of Prama
has been left undefined. The question, therefore, is : What
is the meaning of Prama ? The answer that it is right

knowledge and consists in the conformity of ideas to

objects is obviously defective. What is more, however,

is that Sarfikhya definitely rejects such a theory. The
objective as Vyakta presupposes Avyakta and the objective

as Avyakta presupposes Jfia or Puru^attha. Consequently,

the objective cannot be said to havif 'any priority in

knowledge. Knowing in Samkhya is not copying a ready-

made objective, and trut^ cannot, therefore, consist in the

conformity of ideas to objects or of the copy , to the

original.

The objective is a Pratyayasarga i.e. a logical cons-

truction. Pratyaya has the sense of predication and

Sarga means unfoldment or construction. Pratyayasarga

means, therefore, enlargement or unfoldment by predU

cation or affirmation or judgment. It is alwa'ys va

disimplication of a relatively undifferentiated presented

datum and hence Anadhigata nr characterised by real

reference. It is further ATiparita i,e. necessary, and

3
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hence realised as Asandigdha Le. universal or true, not

for one but for all. Praro& is,, therefore, knowledge

characterised by objectivity, necessity and universality.

Prama^as may now be defined as the modes by which

the necessary and universal objective order is constructed.

They are the ways of the rational construction and

comprehension of reality.

That our definition of Pramft^ia is true to the spirit

of the Samkhya philosophy is further proved by the

exclusion of Upamflna, Arthapatti, Sambhava etc. Sftmkhya

cannot recognise them as PrarnSnas, for they all mean
hypothetical construction as distinguished from deduction

or demonstrative construction or Pramft.

The rejection of Anupalabdhi is also very significant.

It means the rejection of Abhava as a separate Prameya.

Abhava is negation and as such is significant only as an

element in an alBQrmation. In other words, Abhava must

be treated as resting on Bhava or affirmation. The reason

is that as knowledge is necessarily characterised by

real or objaetive reference, there cannot be any knowledge

of the. negation of objectivity or, what is the same thing,

the negation of objectivity necessarily presupposes the

objective. In other words, it means that Puru^artha

necessarily means the objective order, and world-sense

irthe very essence of Jfla. It is, therefore, a mischievous

distortion of truth to say that wisdom means the absolute

negation of Avyakta or Vyakta, or that true knowledge is

an objectless Caitanyamatra. It may be true of any other

philosophy but to foist it into Saihkhya is nothing short of

either intellectual obtuseness or dishonesty.

Vacaspati has tried to show that other PramSuas are

included in. the three recognised by Samkhya. The

truth, however, is that they are involved in knowledge.

They by themselves are incapable of definite construction

of reality. But' they may be involved in it, as for

example, hypothesis is not demonstration, though it
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may be iavolved in demonstration. But when demons'

trated, it is no longer hypothesis. So long as it is not

demonstrated, it is not Prams or knowledge.

Simkhya thus . recognises three kinds of Pram&nas

or modes of the construction of reality. They are

Df§te or perception, Anumana or inference (as dietin'

guished from mere hypothesis) and Aptavacana dr

iptairuti. In his account of the PramSuas Vacaspati

has been totally misled by the Nyaya phenomenology of

knowledge which is as much like the Ssmkhya theory

of knowledge as Mill's logic is like that of Bosanquet.

Indeed, there are fundamental differences and it would

be our endeavour to understand them clearly.

A. Perception.

It has been defined as Prativi^ayadhyavasaya. Prati-

vi?aya means referring to the objective or objective

reference. Adhyavasaya has been defined by Vacaspati

as knowledge due to the exercise of Buddhi. So far it is

all right. But ho commits a fatal blunder when he says

that this exercise of Buddhi is the effect of tl|| proximity

of sense-organs to sense-objects. Here he ^rowa
overboard the logical position of Samkhya and

introduces the commonsense-Realism of. Nyaya. -Lpgi'

cally, the object cannot be prior to Adhyavasaya and

Samkhya has no misgivings on this point. The 9fith

Karika has stated clearlj^ that the function of the Kara^as

is to manifest the meaning of Purusa and then to present

it to Buddhi. It means that meaning or positing logically

precedes the presenting. The term Adhyavasaya^thps

.

means meaning or intending or positing and presenting

the objective as a world. Perceiving is thus “not an

effect of the Ego on the non-Ego or of the non-Ego on

the Ego." It is a unique act of meaning and presmtifig

the objective as a whole or a world (E|tsnam).

Perception is, according to S|mkhya, not only

positing and presenting a world but also constructing .de-
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finite objects in it. It involves the activity of attention

or Manas (Sankalpa) which enlarges the undifferentiated

data into judgments of identity, ah for example, this is

a rose. The percept is thus an object or judgment

realised as existing in a world. Perceptive judgment

is constructive of the individual as an identity-in-diffe-

rence or an instance of a kind, and not a particular as

such. It is a mistake to say that perception is concerned

with particulars. There is no particular in knowledge.

The unit of knowledge is a judgment or an object as

an individual or an instance of a kind. Hence Karika

6 states “Samanyatah tu dr^tat", i.e. perception is the

cognition of objects as identities or instances of a kind.

Vacaspati has completely misunderstood this point.

B. Inference.

The Karikas have given a very meagre account of in-

ference. We have been told only (1) that it is concerned

with Linga-lingi relation and (2) that there are thi’ee

distinguishable varieties of inference. Commentators tell

us that the three varieties are Pilrvavat, Se^avat and

Samanyatodr^ta. Vacaspati has, of course, given a detailed

exposition of the three types of inference. But we have

our reasons to fear his gifts, simply because he is so

obsessed with the Nyaya theory of inference.

Linga-lingi relation means the relation of sign and

signification, or meaning and ‘symbol. It is a con-

nection of meaning or logical connection. Of this two

varieties may be noticed. They are (1) the causal rela-

tion and (2) the relation of kind and instance or Samftnya

and Vi<e?a.

Inference may thus be defined as the systematic cons-

truction or explanation of the objective world of per-

cel?tiot* by the disimplication of the connection of

meaning hidden from sense-perception. It is distinguish-

able but not separable from perception. Perception and

inference are continuous. The function of inference is
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to ascertain the supersensible in the sensible and to

exhibit the world of perception as an intelligible system

of correlated parts. *We fail to understand what Vacas-

pati means by saying that Samanyatodr^ta inference

alone is concerned with the supersensible. Does he

mean that Pflrvavat and Sesavat inferences have nothing

to do with the logical relation of Linga-liagi or does he

mean that this relation is sensible ? Does he mean,

in other words, that perceiving fire and smoke is the

same thing as knowing that one is the cause of the

other ? These are simply absurd propositions. Conse-

quently, we hold that inference of every description is

concerned with the ascertainment of the supersensible

in the sensible and thereby making perceptual know-
ledge intelligible.

Now, the basis of a classification of inferences must

be the peculiarities of method. Hence it is reasonable

to think that Pt5rvavat, §e§avat and Samanyatodj^ta

inferences differ in respect of method. It is no distinc-

tion to say that Samanyatodrsta inference is concerned

with the supersensible while Pflrvavat is concerned

with the sensible. If they be different, they must* differ

as methods. The problem, therefore, is to determine

what the different methods are and wherein they differ.

It is said that Pflrvavat and Se§avat inferences are

based on causal relation while Samanyatodr^ta is

based on the cognition of Samanya i. e. the identity or

the kind or the universal,

Pflrvavat and gesavat. They have been interpreted

in two ways. According to one interpretation, Se?avat

means an inference from the effect to the cause, as of rain

from rise in the river. Pflrvavat means inference

from the cause to the effect, as of rain from the-gatffe-

ring of the clouds. In this sense, however, both of them

are methodically identical. They are deductions from a

causal generalisation (implicit or explicit).
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According to the other interpretation, ^e^avat means

concerning the remainder or the residue. The illustra*

tion given is : Sound is either substance, or quality, or

action. It is neither substance nor action ; therefore, it

is a quality. It is a disjunctive reasoning in which one

alternative is aflSrmed by eliminating other possible alter-

natives. This is also the method of what European

logicians call inductive proof. Se^avat inference is, there-

fore, inference by elimination of alternative possibilities.

Pflrvavat, on the other hand, means ‘as before.’ The

illustration given is '• If smoke is, fire is. There is smoke ;

therefore, there is fire. Here the law of smoke has

been extended to an instance of smoke. This is the type

of what European logicians call mixed hypothetical

reasoning. The way in which the two inferences have

been distinguished shows clearly that the Indian logicians

did not fall a prey to the errors of (1) treating induction

and deduction as antagonistic or (2) treating inference

as either consisting in a passage from particular to parti-

cular or from the enumeration of particulars to a genera-

lisation. On the contrary, inference is viewed as moving

within* system. It is systematisation based on systematic

knowledge.

Samanyatodr?ta . It is said to be “an inference based

on the perception of species or class”. It is intimately

connected with Dr^ta as Samanyabah. It is an inference

based on the cognition of identity between otherwise

different things. It involves a passage from an observed

identity to a relevant but unobserved identity. It is, there-

fore, said to resemble that which is known in European

logic as analogy.

It may be illustrated thus
'* Holding is *an action and involves the use of the hand

or an instrument.

Seeing is an action ; therefore, it also involves the use

of an instrument, e*g, the visual sense.
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Symbolically,

A is X and R*

B is X ; therefore, B is also R.

S&manyatodf-^ta, however, differs from analogy in very

important respects. In analogy the conclusion, B is R, is.

hypothetical. It is based on the supposed relevancy

between X and R. Agaitti X is a point of resemblance or

Sadi'iiya. In Samftnyatodr^ta, on the other hand, relevancy

of X to R is known. Again, X is the point of identity or

Sflmanya as distinguished from mere S^dfiya. The con-

clusion in this case is not hypothetical but posseses de-

monstrative certainty. In other words, it is a variety of

Prama.

In Samanyatodr^ta inference, therefore, there is a passage

from A is R to B is R on the strength of the cognition of

identity of A and B in respect of X and the connection

of meaning between X and R. In other words, it is the

deductive or syllogistic reasoning of the categorical typo

and is concerned with the construction of wider systems by

extending the range of established definitions to otherwisf

different spheres on the basis of relevant identity. Parvavat

inference involves a passage from law to a repeated instance

of the law while Samanyatodf^ta involves a unification of

spheres otherwise different from one another. Df^ta

as Samanyatah is the fundamental ground of all inferential

constructions, because inference is always made possible

by the cognition of an identity. The peculiar function

of Samanyatodr^ta inference is to find an identity and

thereby ensure the application of a definition or, principle.

It thus gives the minor premise its due importance.

We conclude, therefore, that inference is constructive

of reality as systematic meaning and that 4)erception and

inference are not separable but distinguishable mom|rnt8

.

of logical construction. The logical necessity, implicit in

perceptual construction, becomes explicit in the iufereittial

which is, therefore, the life and soul of science. The
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objective of perception and inference is thus the world

that we are obliged to think.

C. Aptavacana.

This term is understood to mean Sruti or superrational

revelation as contained in the JMna'kflnda of the Vedas.

The recognition of this Pramana has created a great diffi-

culty, simply because Rationalism and Faith in revelation

are not obviously consistent and leads to the dualism of

Reason and Faith.

Some have tried to obviate the difficulty by suggesting

that the recognition of jS.ptavacana on the part of the

Samkhya philosophy was a matter of policy. Others have

tried to get out of it by asserting that the rationality of

Sruti is inherent in it. But the former is an undeserved

condemnation and the latter is a dogmatic statement.

There is a third way open, viz. questioning the correct-

ness of the usual interpretation of Jptavacana and we
have preferred to try it. Now, Sptavacana has been defined

as iptairuti. Sruti and Sabda mean the same thing. In

.his commentary on the 51st Karika Vacaspati has said

that S4bda means the comprehension of the meaning of

oral instruction. 5.pta<ruti, therefore, means compre-

hension of the meaning of oral instruction and finding it

to be Spta or true. Aptavacana, therefore, being Aptairuti,

is not a superrational, privileged apd unquestionable body

of statements. It is distinguished from blind faith and

external authority. Aptavacana as Aptatfruti is a Pramana

only when oral instruction has been found to be true i.e.

has satisfied the conditions of rational comprehension. It is

authoritative not because somebody has said it but because

it has survived the test of reason. Valid testimony is

ultimately the,.testimony of the person comprehending the

meaning of Sruti or the direct testimony of self-consci^

ousness.

Vficaspati has himself supported our contention when
he rejects the revelations of Sftkya, Bhik^u and others as
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pretended, on the ground that they make unreasonable as'

sertions and are not amenable to proof. Zptavacana

must, therefore, be amenable to proof. This means that

Reason is the ultimate foundation of truth. The recogni-

tion of Xptavacana is thus not in the least inconsistent

with the logical point of view of Samkhya.

Now, comprehension of meaning can not come as a gift

from another. It is always one's own construction and

may be said to be self-realisation or self-construction. A
student, for example, must construct in his own mind the

professor's meaning. So long as he does not do it he merely

crams and cannot be said to understand. Even understand-

ing is not enough. It must be found to be amenable to

proof. Jptairuti, therefore, is at once personal (as one's own
realisation) and superpersonal (as a necessity of thought

or a demand of reason). Thus Xptavacana is self-realisa-

tion and self-transcendence. It is the act of rational com-

prehension on the part of each enquirer. The recognition

of Xptavacana does not, therefore, amount to the acceptance

of any authority outside Reason. It amounts ultimately

to the comprehension of Purusartha or the meanipg of

Vyaktavyaktajua and the rational conviction of its truth

which every one must realise for himself.

The 6th Karika has been interpreted differently by

Vacaspati and Oaudapada. We have accepted Gauda-

pada’s interpretation for reasons that have been stated

in the course of the discussion on the nature of inference.

It states that sensible objects as individuals are known
by perception, the supersensible by inference, and what-

ever is not amenable to either perception or inference

is known by Xptavacana.

This Karika does not mean that perception, inference

and Xptavacana construct independent spheres of reality

or are independent modes of construction. They are

only distinguishable moments, as we have seen, of logical

construction or knowledge. As distinguishable they

4
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must have functions peculiar to each. But this need

not mean functioning independentlyrof one another.

The recognition of Sptavacana only shows that

inference is not the limit of Reason or knowledge.

Knowledge means something more than the perceptual and

inferential construction of a system of interconnected

parts. This system must be finally realised as the

objectification of Puru§artha or rational meaning and

hence our meaning and every rational creature’s meaning.

Its reality has its basis in the direct testimony of self-

consciousness and does not derive it from either a

suprarational God or Atman or Brahman or a foreign

and alien material stuff. The direct testimony of self-

consciousness, however, does not cancel perception and

inference but comprehends and permeates them.

It follows, therefore, that according to Samkhya the

very essence of Reason is to mean a system of objects

and persons. The Samkhya theory of Pramanas thus con-

firms what the theories of Bandha and causation have

been found to propound. We shall now turn to the

Samkhya conception of the structure of Reality.



CHAPTER IV.

The Structure of Reality.

We have seen that according to Sariikhya, Reality is

knowledge or systematic construction or continuous

objectification of Meaning. It is a logical and, therefore,

real and eternal process. Such questions as. What was in

the beginning ? and What would be in the end ? do not,

therefore, arise. The supposition of a beginning and the

anticipation of an end are illogical. It may be said that

such a reality as is a beginning-less and endless process is

inconceivable. But it is not so ; for the process is syste-

matic, has an intelligible structure and is realised as real

in the direct testimony of self-consciousness.

This structure has been described, in the first place, as

Vyaktavyaktajna. Vacaspati has completely missed the

significance of this term. Reality being knowledge, it

involves the subject i.e. Jiia constructing or unfolding thtf

objective. The objective, therefore, is Vyaktavyakta i^e.

the unfoldment of the implicit. Jfia, Avyakta and Vyakta

are the distinguishable moments of Reality. Later

Sarhkhya committed a terrible blunder in considering

Jna and Avyakta as • remaining apart but somehow
entering into a fanciful but teleological connection and

then severing it by knowledge. Vyakta was conse-

quently, treated as Sarga or construction or unfoldment

beginning with the fanciful connection of Jna and Avyakta

and ending with wisdom. According to the original

SSmkhya, however, reality is eternally a Sarga or a cons-

truction. Jna, Avyakta and Vyakta are etefnally ijjsoll^'d

in this Sarga. Vyakta is real and actual. Jna and

Avyakta are its logical presuppositions and hence never

existing outside it but ever being realised in it. Secondly,
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Sarga or the real or^er has been analysed into 25 principles.

They are :

—

«

(1) Puru^a distinguished from the rest as neither

Prakfti nor Vikrti.

(2) Prakrti is the primary datum or Avyakta.

(3) Seven Prakyti-vikftis, Buddhi, AhaiikSra and

five Tanmfttras.

(4) Sixteen Vikvtis, viz. the eleven Senses and five

Blnltas.

These are the permanent operative principles distingui-

shable in Sarga or the real order. We shall not try to

understand them further at this stage but shall attempt to

bring out certain implications of this analysis.

(1) Puru^a has here been substituted for Jua.

(2) Prakrti is Avyakta and is implicitly all the rest.

(3) Vyakta proper has been analysed into seven

Prakftivikrtis and sixteen Vikftis.

(4) It is very significant that the constitution of Vyakta

agrees with the constitution of the human individual with

*his world. The 23 categories, viz. Buddhi, Ahankara,

Manas and the ten Senses on the one hand, and Tanmatras,

BhUtas and their compounds on the other, give us, in

outline, the human being with the world which he knows,

and in which he lives, moves and has his being. The

presence of knowing in man, however, leads him to set

himself off, as knower, against the whole world including

his own body. The body and the world are realised as

evolving in his knowledge. But evolution in knowledge

is only disimplication. Hence the objective of knowledge

means the disimplication of the implicit. Thus we get in

addition to the 23 categories, those of Purusa and Avyakta.

Thm identification of Man with Reality has been

claimed by Professor Carlo Formichi' as the dynamic

1. See Vls'va-Bliaratl Quarterly Jany. 1926.
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element in Indian religious development. Such an

outlook, however, cla^s to be highly philosophical and it

is strange that the learned professor has yet talked of

Indian religious (?), instead of, philosophical development.

However that be, it reminds us of the instruction of

Prajapati^ to Indra and Virocana, that Reality is nothing

more than the image we see in the eye, in water or in

a mirror. Well, Prajapati was not deluding® Indra and

Virocana but conveying to them the most fundamental

truth that Indra or Virocana must be real before any-

thing else can be real.

We are human beings and to us Man must be real

before anything else can be real. The problem of philo-

sophy is really to know this Man, to understand what

it is. Various solutions of this problem have been offered.

The Indian mystic has given one solution in his theory of

waking, dream, deep sleep and ecstatic consciousness.

The Buddhist has given another in his theory of

Skandhas. Samkhya says that Man is a whole or a unity

in continuity in which 25 categories of varying logical

importance may be distinguished.

There are, of course, many men. Sariikhya* does

not deny this plurality. Such a denial would be incon-

sistent with its point of view. But it regards each man

as an instance of Subject-object or unity in continuity.

We shall call this instance, the man-world. It follows,

therefore, and this is the distinctive feature of the

Sariikhya philosophy, that there are as many worlds as

there are men. The terra Vyakta means in the Sariikhya

philosophy such a man-world or an individualised instance

of Subject-object. The man-worlds are numerically

many but logically one for they correspond in respect

of structure, inspite of differences in detail. •This ^j^iCQ^

unity is Jna. The components of the structure of

1. Chindogya Upanisad.

2. Ranade, Oonstriotivo Survey of Upaniaadio Philosophy, p. 265.
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this man-world are the 25 (more properly 26) categories

mentioned above. They are not t9 be taken as isolated

principles but as connected aspects of a whole. They

are the universal elements of the structure of Reality,

always existing as components of the man-worlds and

never existing apart from such a synthesis.

That Vyaktas are not aggregates of parts but

synthetic wholes will be evident from their structure.

It has, of course, been stated in the 22nd and 24th Karikas

that Mahat comes from Prakrti, Ahaiikara from Mahat

etc. It does not mean, however, chronological succession

but logical presupposition and implication. We shall

explain these points fully in the chapter on the structure

of Lifkga.

Reality is, therefore, a world of man-worlds. It is a

system of which every unit is a system. The unit is a

man-world or a Vyakta or an instance of Subject-object.

It is thus Li&ga or symbolic of the typical Reality or

Subject-object or Jua-Avyakta. The Liiiga is Puru^a-

vyakta, the type is Jua-Avyakta. The type always exists

^in its identity in the symbols or Lingas. Hence Puru?as

or Lhdgas are many yet Jfia-Avyakta is one. (c/. the

metaphor of the circular panorama given by Bosanquet in

his Essentials of Logic p. 14.)

We have distinguished between Jfia and Puru^a and

we maintain that this distinction, is very important and

is perfectly justified by the texts of the Karikfts. The

term Jfia occurs only once in the second Karika and then

recedes into the background making room for the term

Puru^a or Puman. What is important, however, is not

that it has occurred only once but that it has occurred

once at least. (See chapter VIII). We shall see later on

CQas(^ for holding that the 26th category said to be

recognised by Samkhya is Jfia and not God.

The method of Samkhya is perfectly logical and

rational. The Karikas have, of course, proceeded from the
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conclusion to the premisses from explanation to the facts

explained. But there, are evidences in the Kftrikfts them*-

selves to prove that the starting point of Sariikhya

is every-day experience, that its philosophy is a systeo

matic explanation or interpretation of experience' and
that it is not a revealed doctrine.

The least knowledge of the world exhibits it as a

huge space in which two kinds of bodies are noticeable.

They are the living creatures and the non-living things or,

as Samkhya says, Matapitrja and Prabhilta Vi<e§a8.

They are physical or, as Sariikhya would say, specifications

of five Bhtltas. They are Viie^as i. e. not aggregates

but specifications. These bodies have a history. Indivi-

dually, they originate and decompose or disintegrate.

The origination and dissolution of these bodies, how-
ever, presuppose systematic functioning or a dynamic
objective order. The objective order, functioning accor-

ding to definite and necessary laws and made up of five

Bhtltas, is the necessary presupposition of the origin,

existence and dissolution of living and non-living bodies.

This objective order is, however, not ultimate^ Tbs'

Biologist tries to explain the whole of the living creature

with reference to this order or environment. The Natural

Scientist tries to explain this environment with the living

bodies with reference to the physical laws of aggregjation

and separation of the elements or elemental forces.

Samkhya, however, parts company with the Natural

Scientist and the Biologist at this point. This objective

order is explained with reference to Tanmatras. Tanmatras
are not elements. They are, on the one hand, the stuff

of the elements and, on the other hand, co-ordinated with

the sense-functions.

Yet they are the manifestations of the Ego or Affaflkarli.

Consequently, the introduction of Tanmatras means the

introduction of the Ego. The whole Bhautika world is thus

transformed into a course of conscious states relative
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to the conscious Ego. This Ego is again a course of

consciousness for it is also Tflnm&triV;a.

Here, we find ourselves almost in the company of

Protagoras, and Subjective Idealism stares us in the face.

Samkhya, however, proceeds undaunted and argues

thus :—The Ego is a course of consciousness. The so-

called objective order is also a course of consciousiiess.

The Ego and the objective are, therefore, only differen-

tiations of the undifferentiated course of consciousness

or experience or Avyakta.

Avyakta is, however, not a self-presenting, self-

constructing and self-comprehending principle which

contains its own explanation. Without such a logical

principle, again, the fact of the differentiation of Avyakta

into the Ego and Tanmatras cannot be explained. Hence

there is, as the logical presupposition of Avyakta, the

principle of Reason or Meaning or Purusartha or Jna. It

is the fundamental self-evident ground or Adhisthana

of Avyakta. It is in virtue of this unique Adhisthana that

Avyakta differentiates into the Ego or Ahaiikara on the

•one hand, and Tanmatras on the other. Really speaking,

Avyakta has no existence apart from this ground. While

as grounded on it, it is nothing but the undifferentiated

experience of Jua, the Synthetic Principle of Meaning. It

is the presentative aspect of Jna, which is the principle

of presentation.

Reality is thus Vyaktavyaktajfia or self-differentia-

tion, self-presentation, self-construction and self-compre-

hension of Meaning. It is from one point of view a body

of bodies or a system of systems and from another

point of view a society of persons or Purugas, each of

which is realised as an instance of Jha or Subject-object.

This is, in outline, the Samkhya analysis of Reality.

We shall now proceed to substantiate our account of

Reality on the evidence of the Earikas.
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Linga

The traditional interpretation of the Samkhya philosophy

has departed in many important respects from the mean-

ing of the Karikas. One of them is the interpretation of

the nature of Liuga. This concept has been practically

thrown into the background and distorted to suit the needs

of a peculiar theory of Mok?a. We shall endeavour in this

chapter to restore this concept from the language of the

Karikas.

We find this term for the first time in the 10th Karika.

It signifies one of the characteristics of Vyakta. According

to Vacaspati it means liable to be merged into Avyakta

or to be dissolved. (Layath gacchati iti Lingam). It is here

used as an attributive and not as a substantive name.

In the 20th Karika we find the term Linga for the second

time. Here we are told that Acetana Linga becomes

like Cetana on account of its contact with Jila.

Taking the two together we find that Vyakta as

Linga means something more than mere liability to be

dissolved. It is an organism or system and such an

organism as can, at least, appear as a conscious individual.

This has led us to the conclusion that Vyakta is really

Vyakti or man-world. It is an individual person aware of

a world of things and persons. We shall see afterwards

whether Vyakta or Linga is mergent or not. For the

present we may be permitted to advance our interpretation

for the sake of clearness. This Vyakta person is Linga

for it is symbolic or an incarnation of Jna.^ Thus Jfia ij^

distinguished from Puru^a or person. Puru^a is LiSfea*arid

hence has variety and plurality on account of Prasava-

dharma of Avyakta. But Jua is one. Liitga means symbol.

(Lifiganat Juapanat Lihgarij). We shall presently refer to

5
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the texts that support our contention that the traditional

account of the Sftmkhya evolution „is mistaken in every

respect. It has gone absolutely astray. According to the

texts of the K^rikSs referred to, it will be found that the

function of Avyakta is to multiply the instances of Jua

which are Vyaktas or Vyaktis or persons or Purusas. The

instances symbolise Jila and hence are called Liuga.

In the 40th Eariks, we get the definition of Linga.

But even this will most probably be disputed by Vacaspati.

He says that this Karika defines Sak^ma and not Linga.

The term Linga here is taken as an adjective of Saksma

(understood). But this interpretation is incorrect. For

in the next Earika we are told that Linga is Nira4raya with*

out Virfe^as or specifications. Vacaspati says that VUesas

are SQk?ma Sariras. Linga must then be distinguished

from Saksma VUe§a. Not only that. It must be taken as

substantive and the previous Earika must be taken as

defining Liaga, as abstracted from Vi^esas including

Saksma. If the 40th Earika were concerned with Saksma
and if Linga wore an adjective of Saksma, there would be

'no meaning in saying in the 41st Earika that Linga never

exists without Saksma Vi<e?a, for it would mean that

Saksma never exists without Sak.sma. Vacaspati has,

therefore, bungled here. This is indeed a very important

point and shows clearly how the traditional interpretation

has distorted the meaning of thes6 Earikas.

The 40th Earika, therefore, defines Linga as abstracted

from Vitfe^as. This definition runs thus:—Lingam Samsarati

i.e. persists through changes. It is continuous through its

specifications or Viie^as. It is a dynamic system or the

system in systematic construction that the objective is or

S(ti,e jp%n-worlds are. Its characteristics are:

—

(1) Parvotpannam i.e. primevally formed. Vacaspati

says that it means the first evolute of Prakrti. So it is

indeed, and we have all along been contending for it.
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We may say that Liaga is what Avyakta means. It is

the very essence of Avyakta. Avyakta is Prasavadharmi

t.e. multiplies into instances. Each instance is a Li&ga.

It is not an aggregate but a whole, as will be seen from

its structure. Jiia is the fundamental type. LiAga is the

symbolised Jiia and the type of the living individuals.

Our interpretation of Kaivalyftrtham Pravrtti is thus

supported by the nature of Liiiga. Avyakta is a unity and

tends to multiply individuals or unities as symbolic of the

ultimate unity, viz. Jiia.

The term Piirvotpanna is liable to be misunderstood

in one respect. It has been taken to mean generated

at some point of time. But it really means the first of

the derivative realities in the order of the logical tran-

sition from Jiia to VUe^as.

Asakta, It is translated as ‘unconfined’ Linga

is called Asakta, says Vacaspati, because it can enter

even a solid piece of stone. Gauclapada goes further

and says that it is Asakta because it is unconfined

either in the state of animals or men, or Gods. The

correct translation is unspecified’ but capable of lieing

specified in diverse ways. It is like the Nata or the

dramatic actor capable of displaying itself in different

roles. (K. 42). It is Asakta because ex hypothesi it is

without VHesa. It is, not specifically determined. It

should be noted that Linga is undetermined even in res-

pect of sex.

(3) Niyatam . It persists through the changes and speci-

fications. Now Vacaspati and Gauijapada have both tried

to explain it away by the qualification “until knowledge is

attained.” Linga is said to be dissolved on the appearance

of wisdom. But there is nothing in this Xarik* whfbR’

justifies this qualification. Nay, there is no passage in

the whole body of Karikas from 1 to 52 which can justify it.

On the other hand, there are definite statements to prove
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that Niyata means never dissolved but ever persisting.

We shall come to it presently.

(4) Liitga is a whole of distinguishable aspects. These

aspects are Mahat, Ahankara, the eleven Senses and five

Tanmatras. That it is a whole and not an aggregate will

be evident from its structure. Liiiga exhibits a stage logi-

cally prior to Sfik§ma. It may be said to be a Guna-Vi<e§a.

It is the first specification of Avyakta. Vacaspati says that

it is endowed with the properties of calmness or restless-

ness, or dulness. It is certainly false. The .38th Karika says

definitely that Bhfltas are so characterised and not

Tanmatras. But Liiiga consists of the principles from

Mahat to Tanmatras. Bhutas are excluded from the con-

stitution of Liiiga as conceived here.

(5) Nirupabhogam. This Linga is incapable of ex-

periencing. It cannot fulfil all the conditions of being

an experiencer, simply because it is by itself Nira4raya.

(6) Bhavaih AdhivasitaTti. This is a very important

term and has been misinterpreted by all the commen-
<Kitor^ Bhavas, they say, are Dharma etc. But it is wholly

erroneous. By Bhavas are meant the features of Jfia, viz.

Sak§itva, Dra§trtva, Bhoktrtva, Kaivalya, Madhyasthya

and Akartrtva. In support of our contention we have to

turn to Karika 43.

This Karika again has been simply shrouded in myth.

Kapila and Valmiki and their mythical life-history had

to be requisitioned, in utter despair, to explain it. This

Karika has to be construed in the following way simply

because it means to distinguish between Bhavas and

Dharma etc. and these two, again, from Kalala etc.

Kalala etc. mean the uterine germ etc. and are said to

be d^pShdent on Karya or the body of flesh and blood

or the body of five Bhatas born of parents. Dharma
etc. are dependent on Karanas, Buddhi, Ahankara etc. They

are either Prakrti-vikrti or Vikrti. Dharma etc, are,
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therefore, said to be Fr&krtika and Vaikrtika. Distinguished

from both of these ^re Bhavas which form the trans*

cendental ground of Dharma etc. These Bhavas are the

features of Jui stated in Karika 19. Dharma etc. are deriv-

ative. Bhavas are fundamental or Samsiddhikah. Jfia is

never without Bhavas, It is a unity of these transcen-

dental characteristics. Bhavas are innate and one with it.

This further confirms our position that Linga is Jfia

objectivised in Avyakta. The objective Acetana Linga

being inspired (Adhivasita) by Bhavas is inspired by Jfia.

Liiiga is the symbol inspired with Meaning. The term

Adhivasita is highly significant. The point to be noted is

that there is no superimposition of Liiiga on Jfia or wee

versa but the inspiration of Linga by Jfia. This is the

distinctive feature of the Sariikhya philosophy. Linga

being inspired by Bhavas of Jfia is invested with the moral

properties of Dharma etc. Bhava or rational moaning is

thus the ground of the ethical dispositions.

Linga is by itself Acetana and Avivoki but being

in.spired by Jfia assumes a rational (Cetana) and a moraj

or purposive (Karta) character. Is this not a thorough

denunciation of the philosophy of the 16 added Karikas as

well as of the traditional interpretation of the Sariikhya

philosophy ? Let scholars reply. There is nothing like

Adhyasa or Maya, relation between Jfia and

Linga has been conceived after the manner of the rela-

tion between word and meaning or sign and significa-

tion. Sariikhya is unique in this respect. But this is not

all. There is yet more in the next Karika.

In the 41st Karika we are told that Linga as con-

ceived in the 40th Karika is Nirairaya i.e. supportless or,

a mere abstraction of thought and never exists ^ifihout

Vi^e§aih. The plural in Vi4e§aih should be noted. 'Niyata*

Linga tends to be concretised in Vi^e^as. But what are

the Vi^e^as recognised by Sariakhya? In Karika 39 we find
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three such specifications. They are Sflksnia or Tanmatrika

specification, Matapitrja or the bip-physical or Pafica-

bhautika specification and Prabhiita VUe^a or the

inanimate, Paucabhautika object.

Vi^esah without which Linga never exists are, therefore,

Sak§ma and Matapitrja which embody it, and the specifica-

tions of Prabhttta type or physical objects like jars,

mountains etc. Linga, therefore, always exists as a

psycho-physiological system inspired by Jiia and,

therefore, conscious of being a person in a society of

persons and aware of a world of things. In other words,

Linga with Viae^as is identical with Vyakta which is a

world of things and persons so organised as to be aware

of being a conscious individual or person. There are many
persons and as many worlds, for each world is a person

but each of them is symbolic of a type and hence they

correspond (Bhed3,nd.m Samanvayilt). Linga is thus a

personal-objective order.

In his commentary on this Kilrika Vacaspati for the

first time and for once only takes Lingam to mean a

significant symbol (Linganat juapanat). We contend that

this is the real meaning of this term. There is nothing

in the first 52 Karikas to suggest that it means mergent

or that there is any such thing as wholesale Pralaya

attributed to Sathkhya. In fact, there is no reason

why there should be such a dissolution of Liiiga. In

the first place, Jua does not mean a purposive agent

or Karta but a logical agent, and therefore, Akarta, The

final realisation of Meaning is a meaningless thing.

Meaning can never be without meaning and what it

means is, from one point of view, a system of systems

or a world of,worlds, and, from another point of view, a
^

society of persons, each aware of this system. So long

as Jua is there, Avyakta must be there and this would mean
Linga and Li&ga would mean Vi<e§as. Consequently there

can not be a wholesale return to Avyakta.
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Secondly, the KarikSs are also quite clear on this point.

Liaga has been sai(k to be NirS^raya without Vi^e^as.

This only means that Linga must be conceived as

existing and tending to exist in the concrete. It does

not mean that Liuga has any tendency to lapse back

into Avyakta. It tends towards the concrete and not

away from it. Not only that. Linga is Niyata and even

Sflk^ma is so. But the body of flesh and blood is liable to

be dissolved (K. 39). There is dissolution as well as

production in the domain of Fitucabhautika specifications.

Consequently we find in the 69th Karika that Puru?artha-

jiianam is an explanation of the origin, existence, and disso-

lution of Bhutas. The word Bhotanarh should be noted. The
Sariikhya philosophy, which is Puru^arthajfiana i. e. self-

comprehension of Reason, does not talk of the origin and

dissolution of Linga or Soksma, but of Paficabhautika

Matapitrja bodies and PrabhQta Visesas.

Thirdly, Vacaspati has practically evaded the plural

in VUesaih. He takes it to mean Silk§raaih. Does it

mean that each Linga has many Sflksraa .^ariras ? It is

simply absurd. Consequently, the term Vi^e^aih ^leans

all the three VUesas stated in Karika 39. Linga is

therefore, Nira^raya till it is definitely specified as a living

embodied individual aware of a world and born of parents.

We do not propose to enter here into the ethical

position of Samkhya as understood by us. It will be

fully discussed in a separate chapter. For the present,

it may be pointed out that according to Sariikhya, as

we have shown. Reality is a systematic construction

which has two aspects. These are Bhavakhya and

Lfngakhya. The former inspires the latter. Bhavakhya is

the expression of Bhavas of Jua. Lingakhya is th^’.-

symbolisation of these Bhavas in the medium or experi-

ence or Avyakta.

The 52nd Karika not only mentions these two aspects

of the systematic construction that Reality is, but says
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further that they necessarily and inseparably involve

each other.

Saihkhya thus recognises that Reality as a whole

appears differently from different angles of vision. The

physical order (Prabhflta) of Natural science appears in

a new light from the biological point of view (Matapitrja).

The biological order is similarly transformed from the

psychological (Snksraa), the psychological order from

the logical-moral (Liiiga) and the latter from the trans-

cendental point of view (Jfia or Bhavas). Reality is thus a

transcendental-rational-moral order realising itself in and

through psycho-bio-physical systems. It is an order

within orders. The psycho-bio-physical order is objective.

Jfia with the Bhavas is the non-objective transcend-

ental order, the rational-moral Linga is true to the kindred

points of the transcendental and the psycho-bio-physical.

Dissolution and origination are the phases of the bio-

physical. But through these changes the transcendental-

rational-moral-psychological order persists.

Consequently, we find in the 42nd Karika that

LiugSc specified according to the laws of causal determina-

tion exists like a Nata or dramatic actor surcharged with

the all-powerful dynamism of Prakrti. But all this has

behind it as its main source of inspiration the fund-

amental ground of things viz Purusartha or rational

Meaning.

This is the nature and function of Linga in the

Sariikhya philosophy. We shall close this chapter here

and leave it to the scholars to determine whether the 55th

Earika can claim any legitimate place in this philosophy.

Where has it been said that pain is the very essence

'of bodily existence ? Where has it been said that

Nirairaya Linga seeks concretisation in Viiesas only

for being afflicted with the pain of dotage and death ?

Where again has it been said that Linga is capable

of being dissolved and that, again, by knowledge or
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wisdom ? Is every thing delusive ? Bhavas, their inspira*

tion, the universal dynamism of Prakrti,—are all these

delusive ? Do they all mean only the pain of dotage and

death ? Does the way to wisdom lie through the morbid

visions of senile disturbance ? No, Sarhkhya is neither

scared by the dreams of a gloomy pessimist nor drawn

by any eccentric fascination for the experience of an

abstract ecstasy. It sends, on the other hand, the

claiion-call of an active vigorous, youthful life lived for

the world, in the world, and through the world.

It preaches the gospel of Action and calls upon every

one to act like a self-determined Puru§a and to live like the

Pandavas holding aloft, through all struggles and hard-

ships, with indefatigable courage of conviction and in

the unswerving contentment of resignation and reliance,

the banner of Truth, Justice and Freedom.

6



CHAPTER VI.

’^he^Structure of Linga

There are many Lingas but they are structurally identi-

cal. The analysis of one, therefore, will reveal the fund-

amental nature of all.

Liftga, we have maintained, is a whole of aspects.

The distinguishable aspects are, Buddhi, Ahankara, the

eleven Senses and five Tanmatras. They have been further

distinguished into Karanas and the essence of Karyas.

Buddhi, Ahaiikara and the eleven Senses are Karanas,

while Tanmatras are the essence of Karyas. We shall now
study the Karana-part of Linga.

Karana means both organ and function. Indeed, they

go together, for an organism is a system of functions.

Li&ga as Karana is, from one point of view, an organism

finally realised in the Matapitrja body, while from another

point of view, it is a synthesis of functions or synthetic

functioning. The common function of these Karanas (not

the three internal Karanas only, for Linga is a synthe-

tic unity) is the maintenance of life. (K. 29). The specific

functions are logical and social or moral of which the

latter presupposes the former.

Buddhi etc, as organs are specified in the medium of

Gunas as Linga, this again in the medium of Tanmatras

as Sok?ma and finally, Sflksma in that of Bhfltas as

Matapitrja. Their functions have been described in the

following way

Buddhi t^s function is Adhyavasaya, Dharma, Jfiana,

Viriga* and Aisvarya or their opposites. Of these,

Adhyavasaya is fundamental. The four others are

derivative and are predominantly ethical. Adhyavasaya

means 'meaning* in both the senses of logical construction
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and moral direction. Buddhi, therefore, functions both as

Reason and as Conscience.

Ahaitkira as function is Abhimana i.e. the ‘I-sense’ or

consciousness of self. It is Cetana (knowing), KartA

(willing), Bhokta (i. e. experiencing or enjoying) person

(Puru^a) or the synthetic unity of knowing, feeling and

willing. It is the Jfia-posited and Jiia-inspired synthetic

unity of Lifiga and hence self-conscious. It is for the same

reason that it is invested with Sense-functions and is

preceded by or presupposes Buddhi.

Manas is functionally Sankalpa i.e. both attention and

intention. It is common to the two types of Senses, viz.

Buddhi-senses or the Senses of knowing and Earma-senses

or the Senses of action. The Senses are the synthesised

differentiations of Ahankara.

From Ah..nkara, finally, we get Tanmatras as the

essence of the objective order, and this means a differentia-

tion within Linga or Ahankara between the transcend-

ing logical functions and the transcended data. So Lifiga

is the structural design of a concrete person or Puri^ija

as aware of a world including his own body.

Lifiga thus is a synthetic unity of functions both

logical and moral. But it is said to be a Guna-specifica-

tion or a modification of Avyakta. But Avyakta is Aviveki

and Acetana. How can it, then, discharge logical and

moral functions ? It is a question that must be answered.

Traditional Sainkhya replies that it is made possible by

either the reflection of Buddhi or Lifiga in Puru^a (Jna ?)

or the mutual reflection of both. The Karikas, however,

have nowhere used any term to suggest this theory of

reflection. Indeed, it is an alien introduced into Samkhyji.

The Sainkhya reply is straight and significant ahJ is

contained in the pregnant passage “Bhavaih Adhivasitam

Lifigam”. Is it difficult now to understand the anxiety and

difficulty to interpret or rather misinterpret the term
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‘Bhavaih' ? Sariiyoga spoken of in Karikas 20 and 21

is the contact of Bhava and Liiiga, meaning and ez>

perience or symbol and signification. Such a definite

statement, such a clear theory has been so ruthlessly

distorted to suit the peculiar doctrine of an abstract

individualistic Mok^a. This distorted account has passed

unchallenged for centuries as the genuine Samkhya
philosophy.

Be that as it may, the facts remain that Bhavas and

Liuga are inseparable and are absolutely necessary for

each other and also that Linga is inspired by Bhavas.

It follows thus that Liuga-functions, viz. Buddhi etc. are

essentially the same as Bhavas of Jna. Linga is Puru^a

simply because it is inspired by the transcendental

synthetic unity of Jfia. It is because of this unity that

Liuga is a unity. Dra^trtva of Jna is the essence of Buddhi.

It is because of Sak^itva of Jfia that Lifiga-Buddhi

realises itself as a self-conscious person. This is Ahaiikara.

For this reason also the synthetic Manas and the Senses

are part and parcel of Ahank3.ra.

^ The chief Bhava of Jfia is Drk^akti or Dra^trtva.

Dar^ana and Adhyavasaya are really the same. Dr^ta

or Dariana is ‘meaning the objective’. Buddhi as the

organ of Adhyavasaya is the organ of Drk^akti. But

Buddhi as the function of Adyavasaya is non-different

from Drk^akti. The function implies the organ and the

organ presupposes the function. It is for this reason that

Buddhi, the organ, presupposes Avyakta while Buddhi,

the function of Darsana, is presupposed by it. The several

Linga-Puru§as thus agree in being essentially characteris-

ed by Dra^trtva or meaning the objective or Buddhi.

^ This Drk^akti means the distinction between Dra^ta

and tl^ya. But it also means the connection of the

meaner and the meant or the logical relation of meaning

between the two. Buddhi corresponding to Dfktfakti is

thus responsible for positing Ahafikara. This Ahaukara,
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again, distinguishes itself with the Senses from the Sense*

data or Tanmiltras posited from within it. In Aha&kftra

we find the actualisation of all Bhftvas of Jiia, viz.

Saksitva etc. Buddhi re-appears as Manas or the function

of attention and intention. The former is the functidn

of presenting and constructing the system of knowledge

and hence directly connected with the Buddhi-senses.

The latter exhibiting the inner dynamism of meaning

constructs the objective as a system of purposes and is

hence directly connected with Karmendriyas.

The structure of Linga-Puru^a is thus as interesting as

it is illuminating. It is pregnant with meaning and

possesses great philosophical importance. We shall try to

indicate some of the most important significations here.

In the first place, Linga is a system of Karanas or a

unity of functions. As such it is dynamic or constructive.

As it is an instance of Jfia-Avyakta, it must also be con-

sidered as dynamic. The Karanas are logical and ethical

functions. The dynamism of Jna-Avyakta, therefore, must

be considered as the transcendental dynamism of Meaning

which means logical and therefore also moral construcyosk

Linga-construction is logical and is, therefore, constructive

of the objective order as Reason. It is also ethical and

is therefore, constructive of the moral order as Conscience.

Secondly, Linga as
,
a system of Karanas is cons-

ti'uctive. But construction does not mean presentation

of a ready-made objective but the enlargement of an

undifferentiated datum. Linga-Karanas thus presup-

pose Avyakta but enlarge Gunas into Tanmatras.

Tanmatras presuppose Karanas. This enlargement

simply means the interpretation of the presentative-

conative-affective continuum (Avyakta) into ^a continuum

of presentations of sound, touch etc. (Tanmatras). tjn-

differentiated experience is differentiated into more

specific presentations meaning more specific objects and

affecting and stimulating in more specific ways.
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Thirdly, Linga, being a system of logical functions

constructing Tanmatras out of Guuas, Tanmatras

must be treated as a unity in diversity and not

independent entities outside one another. As co-ordinated

with the Senses synthesised by Manas and Ahaiikara

they must be treated as aspects of a whole. Again,

Tanmatras account for Bhfttas and Bhutas account for

everything else. This shows that Lifiga-functions are

constructive of the concrete objective order. In other

words, the concrete objective order has no priority in

knowledge. It is only an interpretation of experience

or Avyakta, meaning a world of things and persons of

which each person is again constructive of such a world.

Fourthly, Tanmatras issue out of Ahaiikara. Hence

logical construction is self-revelation or positing present-

ing, constructing and comprehending an objective order

with the self as the centre of radiation and the principle

of construction. Ahaiikara, of course, presupposes Jna-

Avyakta. But what it presupposes is part and parcel of

its own constitution.

Ei.fthly, Ahaiikara presupposes Buddhi. Buddhi is

Adhyavasaya i.e. is the principle that posits the personal

order but is itself indicative of a transpersonal rational

order, transcending but inspiring the limitations of persona-

lity. Buddhi implies self-position which presupposes self-

transcendence. The order of Jiia-Avyakta is an order not

of person but of principle, but they involve each other.

Sixthly, Indriyas are Sense-functions. Their functioning

means the positing of the object. The Senses of knowledge

are involved in the construction of the world as a system

of objects. Karmendriyas are involved in the construction

of the world as a system of purposes or objects of desire.

Bosanquet has said that given the perceptive state

and the mental equipment the judgment follows. Sariikhya

has given the perceptive state in Jna's Dariana or

Dra^trtva, and the mental equipment in Li&ga, the
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judgment should, therefore, follow. We propose to discuss

afterwards the Earikils* that have described this judgment

or the logical construction of the objective order.

There is one more important significance of the struc-

ture of Linga. We have seen that Linga is a world cons-

tructing itself. It is really an objective order so organised

as to be conscious of being a Puru^a or Person. This cons-

ciousness is due not to the reflection but to the inspira-

tion of Jfia. It follows, therefore, that Puru?a is a self-

conscious world. The essence of Puru^a is in the objective

order of things. It is neither other-worldly nor unworldly.

To be Purusa is to be a world. This proves our contention

that Vyakta is really Vyakti for it is nothing other than

Jfia-inspired-Linga-Viiesa. It is an instance of Jua-

Avyakta or an individual or a world aware of itself.

Again, Vyakta is Aneka i.e, there are many Vyaktis or

Liiiga-Purusas. This is the so-called Vahnpuru§avilda of

Sllrhkhya. Silmkhya, however, goes beyond this plurality

of Purusas or worlds. They are instances of one Jna

meaning Avyakta, or Jila-Avyakta. Jna-Avyakta is the

type, Vyaktas are instances. The type and the instiyWMs

necessarily go together. Taken apart from each other they

are abstractions of thought (K. 52). Hence Reality is

VyaktiTvyaktajfia. It means that Reality is at once a sys-

tem of infinite instances of system, a world of many
instances of world and af society of persons or Purusas.

Traditional Silmkhya has left out of account the

most important category of Jna and has thus missed the

logical point of view of the Samkhya philosophy. Some
think that the Samkhya categories are 26 in number. It

is so indeed. But the 26th category is not God but Jfia,

the unique logical subject, the knower in aU kqpwlec^e.

It is the unity that persists through all plurality, that

makes thought one, though the thinkers are many, logic

one, though the logicians are many.



CHAPTER VII.

Vyakta and Avyakta.

We shall now discuss the Ksrikas in which the nature

of the two aspects of reality called Vyakta and Avyakta

has been described. This separation of Vyakta and

Avyakta from Jua, though convenient for certain purposes,

must be considered as much an abstraction as the sepa-

ration of Vyakta from Avyakta. We have contended

that the Real is actually Vyaktilvyaktajua. Vyakta is

a Puru?a aware of an objective order and thus assuming

towards it the attitude of cognition, conation and

affection (Jiiata, Karta and Bhokta). It is an instance of

Jfia-Avyakta.

Apart from Jfia, Vyakta is only the objective order,

the bio-physical system or Paficabhautika Linga-

yi^e^a. It is said to be characterised by the properties

of Tjeing caused, mutable, pervaded, having Kriya or

Parispanda {.a. unceasing interaction of parts, being

many, dependent, Lifiga or symbolic, formed and other-

determined (Paratantra). All this we find in the 10th

Earika. The same Karika tells uf further that Avyakta
is the reverse of Vyakta in all these respects. Avyakta
may, therefore, be said to be uncaused, unchanging,
pervading, without Kriya i, e. without mutual interaction

of parts (but not without Pravrtti), It is one, self-

sufficient, not symbolic (but the symbolising medium),
formless and self-determined. In the 11th Karika
w^ are further told that both Vyakta and Avyakta
are constituted by three Guuas. They are both non-
moral objective, unconscious, Samanya and Prasavadharml.
Samanya means identical and Prasavadharml means
multiplying into instances.
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There are certain •very important points to be noted

here, (a) Vyakta is a whole. Avyakta is also a whole.

Are they outside each other ? Evidently not, for the

pervading and the pervaded can neither be outside each

other nor separated in time. The pervasion referred

to here is not physical or spatial pervasion but logical

or connotative pervasion (see K. 15). Vyaktas are wholes,

Avyakta is the whole of these wholes. It is the identity

that pervades the instances from within, so to say.

(b) Avyakta is one and yet Prasavadharmi i. e. multiplies

into instances. There should, then, be many Avyaktas.

But it is not so, simply because each instance of Avyakta

is a Vyakta and not an Avyakta. Vyaktas multiply but

each instance of Vyakta is also an instance of Avyakta.

The type or the identity exists in the instances. Avyakta

is the identity of the specific instances. Hence it is a

mistake to suppose that Avyakta can exist apart from

Vyaktas. The actual objective is, for this reason, neither

Vyakta alone, nor Avyakta alone but Vyaktavyakta.

Avyakta is really the system in all systems.

(c) Avyakta is without Kriya but is yet charrfSfe-

rised by Kaivalyartham Pravrtti.^ It means that Avyakta,

being not the part of a whole, is without the interaction

that characterises the parts of a whole. On the other

hand, being a whole, it i^ characterised by systematic acti-

vity. It operates as a whole (K. 16). Kaivalyartham is

derived from Kevala which means one or single. Kaivalya

means singleness or unity. Kaivalyartha means for rea-

lising this unity. Avyakta tends to realise the unity that

Jfia is. Hence it is that Vyaktas are individuals or unities

or Linga-Viiesas. Avyakta is the unity in all unities.

(d) Vyakta is symbolic but Avyakta is npt. ^he iiy-

tance is the symbol of the kind but not vice versa. This is

why Linga is Purvotpanna. For Avyakta to be is to be

Li&ga or better a plurality of Lihgas.

1. Individualising causality mentioned by Hans Driesoh, is its

nearest equivalent. History and Theory of Vitalism.
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(e) Avyakta is immutable because the unity of uni'

ties is not mutable. Vyakta is mutable in so far as the

Maiftpitjja body or the physiological system is subject to

generation and disintegration. There is perpetual re-

adjustment in the world of five Bhafas. The Bhautika uni-

ties are dissoluble but the Tanmatrika unities are not. The
system in systematic construction persists.

(f) The cause or Avyakta is thus continuous through

the effect. So far there is nothing to suggest that Avyakta

first exists in a state of stable equilibrium and then begins

to evolve. On the other hand, there are definite reasons

to hold that the objective is a continuous construction

eternally going on without beginning and without end.

The objective is a system ever realising itself in infinite

instances of system. It is the whole of wholes, the unity

of unities.

(g) Vyaktas are many, hence distinct and finite but

in and through these finite distincts the one undifferentia-

ted Avyakta is being realised.

-^he question now is :—Why should Vyakta be consi-

dered as caused ? Why should it not be uncaused ? To

this we get the answer in the 15th Karikft. The reasons

given are ;

—

(1) Bhedanarii ParimAuat. Finite distincts have a cause.

It means that such bodies do not contain their own expla-

nation. What contains its own explanation is, therefore,

neither finite nor distinct. It is one and infinite. This

disposes of the theory of many ultimate distincts attribu-

ted to Samkhya. The ultimate self-explaining ground

must be infinite and one. It strikes again at the very root

of the theory of wholesale Pralaya or the return of

vyaktas into Avyakta. There can be no termination of

infinite construction.

(2) "Saktitah Pravyttelj*’. Pravjtti here evidently refers

to BhedanSih. It means, therefore, the endeavours of the

distinct bodies. But what is meant by Saktita^ ? Of
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course, ende&vours mean energy. But if the energy be the

energy of the finite flistincts themselves, then it cannot

lead to the conclusion of the existence of a cause other

than Vyakta. Hence it must be understood to mean that

the endeavours of the finite distincts being made possible

by an energy not their own as finite distincts, there must

be a cause and this cause must be dynamic.

(3) “Karayakaryavibhagat'*. It means that Vyakta

being a continuous disimplication or construction, the logi-

cal distinction of cause and effect necessarily applies to it.

It is necessary to think of a constructive process as dis-

tinguished into cause and effect. Not only that. The cause

must be understood as relatively implicit and the effect as

relatively explicit. But the cause is yet not to be consi-

dered as separated from the effect by any interval of time.

Avyakta with its Gunas is continuous through all effects

or Vyaktas. (See Avibhilgat Vairfrflpyasya).

Vyaktas or Bhedas must, therefore, be considered as

caused.

It may be said : Granted all this, but why should the

cause be one ?

The reply is :

—

(1) Samanvayat i. e. because the finite distincts corres-

pond inspite of their distinctions.
•

(2) Because VairfvarQpya is Avibhaga. Gaudapada has

interpreted Vai^varQpya as Viivarii Jagat Tasya Rdpam
Vyaktih, Vi^varOpam Tasya Bhavah VaiivarQpyam. VU-
varflpa really means the world as an individual or the in-

dividual as essentially a world. It has been used in this

very sense in the Bhagavadgita. Vaidvarttpyam means

the character of being a world so organised ^s toJte a

Linga-Viiesa or a Puru^a. Again, these Vyaktis or Puru^as

form inseparable parts of the universal whole. Now,
Avibhaga means inseparable unity. The whole passage

means, therefore, that inseparable and indissoluble unity
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being the necessary implication of the character of being

a world or an individual or a universe the cause must be

a unity-in-difference. Avyakta is, for this reason, the

unity of Guiias.

The argument for the unity of the cause may, there-

fore, be stated thus :—Because the finite distincts corres-

pond and because they are individualised worlds or

systems or wholes—forming inseparable parts of the

universe, the cause, therefore, is also a systematic unity.

All the above arguments taken together prove that :

—

(1). There is one cause

i2). This cause is an undifferentiated whole or

Avyakta of Guiias.

(3)

. It operates as a whole (Samudayat).

(4)

, It contains within it the possibilities of various

determinations. The basis of these deter-

minations is its own Gunas (K. 16). It does

not negate a plurality of finite distincts but

ever differentiates into and maintains them.

Karikas 15 and 16 go together fully and not in part,

as the commentators want us to believe. It is further

surprising how Avibhaga has been forced to mean Pralaya.

There is one other very important significance of these

two Karikas. It is the absolutely rational way in which

the existepce of Avyakta has been established as the

necessary presupposition of the ever-changing world of

corresponding finite and distinct but inseparably related

wholes. Avyakta is not the object of any mysterious

Yogaja perception but a necessary inference of logical

thittking/ It*^ is real as a necessity of thought and is ever

known through its effects. We do not know what to

say when we are asked to believe, against all that these

Kftrikas propound, that ’Sustha Puru?a' beholds, in wisdom,

Avyakta as such (K. 65).
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It may be further asked : Why should the cause be
Avyakta and not VyaKta ? The answer has already been
indicated. It is that the objective is a continuous con-
struction. But reason revolts against the conception of
magic and miracle or an absolute surprise of novelty.

Consequently, what becomes must be treated as only an
unfoldment or disimplication. The cause must, therefore,

be Avyakta or undifferentiated and the effect must be the
differentiation of the implicit.

But the most important question still remains to be
discussed. It is : How can Avyakta which is Acetana
be called the ‘reverse of Paratantra' or self-determined ?

Where is the self in the objective ? Yet the fact remains
that the differentiation of Avyakta means the emergence
of Linga. What is again this Lihga ? It is so cons-
tituted as to be the fit symbol of subject-object. There
are Karanas or the mental equipment and Tanmatras or

the objective data. The only thing wanted is the inspira-

tion of Jiia. When that is given, it will at once be a

world conscious of being a person transcending but

inspiring the objective or a Linga-Puruga. This sh^ws
how impossible it is to keep out the principle of conscious-

ness or Jna from Yyaktavyakta.

The self-differentiation of Avyakta is an undeniable

fact ; but it only means that the principle of the self is

already in it, that it is wholly permeated by it. The
objective Avyakta cannot be separated from Jna or

Purusartha.

Avyakta as Vigaya necessarily presupposes Vigayi,

the object necessarily presupposes the subject. Yet the

subject that Avyakta presupposes is not Puruga but Jna.

Puruga is connected with Lihga-Vi^ega. ESch^Lihgir is

a Puruga or an instance of Jna-Avyakta. Puruga is

Vyakta but Jna is the soul of Avyakta. Hence there are

as many Purugas as there are Lifigas but Jna-Avyakta
is one.
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Jfia and the objeetive Avyakta are, therefore, two

aspects of the same thing. Jha *means Avyakta and

Avyakta is meant by Jna. Meaning or Jfia, therefore,

cannot be taken out of Avyakta. Hence it is a system

and acts as a whole and produces wholes. As such

Avyakta cannot be matter. It is without the indepen-

dence, alienation and divisibility of matter.

Objectivity and materiality are certainly not synony-

mous. As pervaded by Meaning Avyakta is different

from mere quiddity or material substratum foreign to the

nature of the Meaner. It is the Meaning Jna's experience

and hence characterised by identical or objective reference

or Samftnyatva. It is the experience meaning, but not

caused by, the objective order, for this order presupposes

Avyakta and Avyakta presupposes Puru^artha.

Avyakta is uncaused or Avikrti. Jna does not cause

it but moans it. Hence Avyakta requires an Adhi^thana

which is the reverse of Triguna i.e. the non-objective or

transcendental subject i.e. Jna (K. 17). Jna and Avyakta

necessarily go together. Avyakta is the synthetic experi-

ence of the transcendental Meaner or Jna. It is undiffer-

entiated experience because Liftga, the vehicle of differen-

tiation, is still implicit. But it is not non-existent. Hence
neither Jna nor Avyakta is non-existent. Though existent,

they are not actual but the logical grounds of the actual.

Treated apart from the actual, they are mere abstractions

of thought. Taken with the actual, they are the soul and

substance of the universe of individualised worlds, each

conscious of being a Purusa. Puru?as correspond and

hence the inference of the existence of a common principle

of intelligence meaning an identical objective order.

^Ve ferdve“ said that Avyakta is undifferentiated ex-

perience. That it is so will be evident from the descrip-

tion of Guuas. In the 12th KilrikS. Gunas have been

described as identical with Priti, Apriti and Vi^ada i.e.

pleasure, pain and gloom. These are feelings or better
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characteristics of impnediate experience. Again, their

Artha or function is said to be Prakft<a, Pravytti and
Niyama. These terms mean presentation, conation and
affection respectively. Affection is distinguished from
conation in as much as the latter represents the active

while the former the passive side of experience.

The second line of the 12th E&rika. states further that

the three Guiias involve, modify, support one another

and operate together as one. This shows that every

bit of experience has all the three characteristics but in

varying proportions. They are so related that when one

predominates others are suppressed but not eliminated.

This is also the relation of cognition, conation and
affection.

It is further stated in the 13th Kftrika that

(1). Sattva is Praktliiaka i. e. presentative and

Laghu or light as distinguished

from Tamas.

(2). Rajas is stimulating or driving to action.

(3). Tamas is Guru or heavy and Varanaka or

veiling or covering as distinguished

from Sattva,

It is indeed a pity that this perfect analysis of expe-

rience should be so misunderstood in the country of its

origin, that Gunas should be treated as the cousins of

atoms and electrons and described as the particles or

units of substances. The E&rikas concerned have cer-

tainly maintained that they are aspects or qualities or

Gupas of a synthetic unity called Avyakta and meaning
undifferentiated presentative-conative-affective experience

continuum.

The charge of Panpsychism or Subjective Idealism

cannot yet be levelled against the SKmkhya philosophy,

for Gu^as or the course of experience-complex has been

said to function like the lamp towards Artha or Puru-
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f&rtha or Indriyartha or Padartha* or Vi?aya or object.

Meaning is characterised by objective or identical refe-

rence. There can be no meaning that does not mean an

object. Consequently, experience or Avyakta is characte-

rised by objective reference. In other words experience

means the objective order. The metaphor of the lamp

has to be taken with important reservations. The lamp,

of course, makes objects visible.^ But these objects

exist outside and independent of the lamp. In the case

of Avyakta or Gunas, however, there is no objective order

outside and independent of them. Consequently, the

metaphor is highly misleading. Avyakta or the Guna-

continuum must, therefore, be taken as constitutive of the

objective order of things. The objective is thus an enlarge-

ment or unfoldment of experience.

It is because Avyakta is undifferentiated experience'

continuum that it differentiates into the presentations of

sound, colour, touch, taste and smell. These are five-

Tanmatras. Bhntas are the modifications of Tanmatras.

It means that the so-called physical objective universe is

a construct of presentative-complex or experience.

This objective includes the organism of Buddhi,

AhaAkara, and Indriyas. But the functions of Adhyavasaya,

Abhimana, SaAkalpa and Slocana are not objective but

the transcendental presuppositions 'of the objective. They

have, therefore, been calleot Bhavas and have also been

distinguished from the Linga—organism as Samsiddhikah.

All these Bhavas are implied in the two Bhavas of Sak§itva

and Dra^trtva. The relation of Bhavas and Linga

has been clearly stated in Karika 53. One is never found

without the other. (See Ch IV).

Our fhterpretation of Avyakta makes the transition

from Guua to Tanmatra and from Tanmatra to Bhflta,

perfectly intelligible. It is really the transition from the

undifferentiated presentative—conative-afifective continuum

1. See Gau(Japada, Commentary K. 36.
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to the more specific presentations of sound, touch and

other Tanmfttras and f^om these latter to the more specific

Bhutas of earth etc. and their compounds.

Such is the concept of Avyakta and yet for ages it has

passed for something material. Yet there was a time

when it was differently understood and then it was that

the concepts of AlayavijMna or Slayavijfiana or Vijfiftna-

santSna and the entire system of Vijfianavada Buddhism

were propounded and developed. To the philosopher it is

an indisputable fact that Buddhism in its Logic and Ethics

is the offspring of the Samkhya line of thought.

8



CHAPTER VIII

Jna and Puruaa.

So far we have taken it for granted that Jiia and

Puruaa are not absolutely identical categories. But we
have neither clearly stated what the distinction between

them is, nor have we given our reasons for distinguishing

between them. The author of the Karikas have, of course,

dropped the term Jiia after the second Karika and have

throughout used the term Puman or Purusa. But even

then there is very strong evidence to show that the term

Puman or Puru§a has not always been used in the same

sense.

In the 3rd Karika we are told that Purusa is neither

Prakiti nor Vikrti i.e. as we find in the 11th Karika, it

is the reverse of Triguua {i.e. transcendental), of Aviveki

{i.e, having moral discrimination), of Vi§aya {i.e, non-

objective subject), of Samanya {i.e. unique as distinguished

from any objective identity) and of Prasavadharmi (i.e. not

multiplying into distinct instances but ever retaining its

integral unity or singleness).

In that very Karika we find it stated that Puman is

“Tathaca”. Vacaspati has taken it to mean ‘ yet also (in

some respects) similar to Vyakta and Avyakta.” The

question is : Why should “Tathaca” mean similarity in

some respects ? Who is to decide what these respects are ?

Gaudapada says that Purusa resembles Avyakta in being

one, while Vacaspati says that it resembles Vyakta in being

many. Again, Purusa has been said to be the reverse of

Trliguna and yet one of the reasons for inferring its

plurality is said to be “Traigunyaviparyayatca” i.e., as

interpreted by these very commentators, on account of the

modifications of Gunas being different. The question is :
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Why should different Ouiia-modifications mean a plurality

of Puru^as when Puruja is the reverse of Triguiia ?

This is, we believe, enough to create a legitimate

suspicion that there is some confusion in the current

commentaries about the nature and meaning of Puru^a in

the Sariikhya philosophy. We propose to proceed a

little further keeping “Tadviparitah tatha ca" of the 11th

Karika prominently in view.

In Karika 17 we get the reasons for the conclusion

that Purusa exists. They are :

—

(a) “Sanghatapararthatvat.” Sanghata means objective

organism. The argument, therefore, means that objective

organisms do not explain themselves. They are neither

self-existent nor self-evident. All objects have meaning

for another, viz. the subject.

(2)

. “Triguiiadiviparyayat Adhiffhanat.” The objective

organisms require a self-existent and self-evident ground

(Adhi§thana). It must again be the reverse of Triguna

i,e. non-objective and transcendental in order to avoid

a regressus ad infinitum.

This ground, therefore, must be conceived as self-

meaning or with Artha. Consequently, it cannot be said

to be passive. It means and meaning is certainly not

a sign of passivity. It is a transcendental act of which

all other acts are mere ^mbols.

(3) “Bhoktrbhavat” The objective Avyakta is ex-

perience. But experience as objective does not experience

itself. Nor can it be conceived as rising out of and dis-

appearing into a void. The ground that it necessarily

presupposes must be characterised by at least the possi-

bility (Bhava) of being Bhokta i.e. an experient.

(4) “Kaivalyartham Pravrtteh" This PravrttT is*evidefltly

the characteristic of Avyakta. It is called Kaivalyartham

simply because Avyakta tends to be the individualised

Linga. This Linga is a unity and is symbolic of
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one subject from the logical point of view. Hence this

Pravytti is a proof that there exiets a non-objective sub-

jective principle characterised by the Bhava of being

Eevala or single or one without a second of its own
standard, objectfying itself in the medium of its own
experience as Lingas.

This Earika, therefore, proves the existence of Puru^a

as the one non-objective ground whose meaning is realised

in the objective order. The term Purusa here means

the transcendental (Trigunadiviparyaya) synthetic prin-

ciple of Meaning. (See Earika 19).

In the l8th Earika, the plurality of Puru^as has been

established on the ground that :

—

(1) birth, death and body (Earananaro) are several.

(2) the efforts and endeavours are different in

different individuals at the same time e.g. when one is

sleeping another may be reading and so on.

(3) Gunas cannot be distributed in the same way in

different individuals. It is against the nature of Avyakta

to repeat what is absolutely the same. There must always

be identity-in-difiference.

It is quite clear now that Purusa has been used here

in an absolutely different sense. This Purusa is not

the transcendental unity that is the reverse of Triguna.

It is the embodied Puru§a that goes through the

phases of birth and death. It is, therefore, Linga as

Mfttapitrja Viiesa. It is Linga-Purusa.

We find, therefore, that the term Purusa has been used

in two senses. In the one sense, it means the transcendental

unity (Logical) ; in the other, it is an empirical instance

of this unity (Psychological). Now we can say that

“Tadviparitah tatha ca" of Earika 11 refers to this double

meaning of Purusa. For the sake of clearness we should

refer to the transcendental by the term Jfia and the em-

pirical by the term Purusa. Vyakta, being an instance of
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Avyskta, is also an instance of Jna and hence Li&ga is

an instance of subject»object or Puru^a.

The plurality of Puru^as therefore, means the plurality

of Linga-Puru§as and does not mean the plurality of the

transcendental JSa. A plurality of transcendental

Puru?as, apart from its inherent weakness, cannot be

attributed to the Samkhya philosophy for the following

reasons :

—

(a) Purusa has been described as AsamSnya and
Avi^aya i.e. the unique non-objective Subject. If there

were many trascendental Purusas, they must either know
one another or not. If they know one another, none

of them can be called unique and non- objective. If

they do not know one another, none of them can be

said to be Jna, for each of them would be partly Ajua,

and Purusartha itself would be adversely affected.

Consequently, Puru?abahiitva must mean Lii^ga-bahatva.

(b) To explain the plurality of Linga-Puruijas

Prasavadharma of Avyakta is enough. Samkhya does

not consider it impossible for the transcendental unity

to maintain its integrity inspite of a plurality of Lingas.

This is so even with Avyakta. It is one but Vyaktas

are many ; yet it pervades them all. Further Prasa-

vadharma of Avyakta must be in the meaning of Jna

though Jna in itself is Apr^^savadharmi.

The 19th Karika means to say that this Jna, being

distinguished from all that is objective and considered

in itself, is a unity of certain Bhavas or transcendental

features. They are :

(1) Kaivalya i.e. singleness or unity and hence also

transcendence.

(2) Madhyasthya i.e. centrality or the quality' of

being the central principle of Lingas or

Vyaktavyakta.

(3) Sak|itva i.e. self-evidence or self-consciousness
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(4) Dra§trtva i.e. the possibility of Prativi^ayadhya-

vasaya i.e. meaning or •positing the objective

and hence the perceptive state.

(5) Akartrtva i.e. the state of being non-causal and

non-volitional rational principle of Meaning

and hence the Transcendental Act implying

causal and volitional agency.

Jna is, therefore, the synthetic unity of Meaning or

the transcendental self-conscious principle which is the

central ground and, therefore, the Reason or Artha of

all that is or becomes. Being the principle of Meaning

it means the objective Avyakta. What it means is itself

in the medium of its own experience. Hence Avyakta

necessarily means Linga and Linga is the symbol of

Jna. Linga is thus the objective order conscious of itself

as a Puru^a aware of a world.

In the 21st Karika we are told that Sarga or Pratyaya-

sarga or logical construction presupposes both Jua and

Avyakta. Jua without Avyakta is lame i. e. devoid of

the medium of self-realisation and Avyakta without Jua

is blind i. e. devoid of rational meaning. The two,

however, are not really two, for they are the two terms

of a connection of meaning. This mutual connection

is indicated by the terms Dar4anartha and Kaivalyartha

(Pravrtti). Dar^ana means the transcendental Adhyava-

saya i. e. meaning or positing and presenting or perceiving.

Avyakta thus stands to Jiia in the unique non-causal

relation of perception. This relation of perception must

necessarily mean the unfoldment of the objective and

the emergence of Linga-Purusas. This Dar4ana, there-

fore, really amounts to self-finding on the part of Jua.

Our construction of the 21st Karika differs from that

of 'Vacaspati. It is “Puru^asya dar^anartham tatha

pradhanasya kaivalyartham (pravrtteh).” We have ex-

plained Puru^asya Dar^ana as Jna's self-finding. This

explains also the Kaivalyartham Pravrtti of Pradhana ;
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for the unfoldment of Avyakta can only mean the

objectification of Jua.* It is so, because what Jfia means
or the meaning of the objective must be Jfia itself.

Lifiga may be said to be the other of Jfia. Hence the

Pravrtti of Pradh9.na is Kaivalyartha or refers to the

self-finding of Kevala Jfia. It only means that subject

and object necessarily and inseparably involve one

another, so that subject is the subject of object and the

object is the object of subject. This unique relation is

usually expressed by ‘and*. But ‘and' is more often

understood to mean external conjunction than connection

of content or meaning. The confusion between these

two senses of ‘and’ explains the fallacy of all realistic

theories that treat the object as existing independently

of the .subject. Samkhya, however, has not fallen a prey

to this fallacy.

This Karika has been so far misunderstood that emi-

nent scholars have not hesitated to characterise Samkhya
as realistic or dualistic. It is, however, neither the one

nor the other. For it lays due emphasis on the cohnection

of meaning or Purusartha.

Jfia-Avyakta connection means Jfia-Linga connec-

tion. So we find in the 20th Karika “Tasmat tat samyogat.”

Indeed this Karika should come after the 2l8t. It has

surely been misplaced. Jfia-Linga connection means

Puruga as Cetana or self-conscious and Karta i. e. a

causal and volitional agent. The nature of this connection

has been described in Karika 40 as “Bbavaih Adhivasitaih

Lingam”t

This connection, further, means the actualisation of

Jfia with its Bbavas. In the 52nd Karika, tjierefore, we
are told that Lifiga is never without Bbavas and Bbavas

are never realised without Lifiga. The construction

that reality is, has thus two aspects, Bhavakhya and

Lifigakhya i.e. the meaning-aspect and the symbol-aspect,
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the transcendental aspect and the empirical aspect, the

logical aspect and the objective aspect.

This shows that Jna-Avyakta ever exists in Vyakta

and that Vyakta or the actual is the perpetual actua-

lisation of the Transcendental Rational Meaning or Jna

in the medium of its own experience. The actual is a

number of Vyaktas or Vyaktis or Puru?as each aware

of a world of things and persons. Jna is the common
nature of intelligence in them all and Avyakta is the

type of the objective order, reference to which is the very

essence of Jna as the principle of Meaning or Dar4ana.

Jna is not a mirror but the one Meaner in each instance

of the self-conscious objective otder or Linga-Purusa.

Meaning does not enter into a plurality though it is a

meaning of Meaning to be realised In a plurality of ins-

tances. This is why Avyakta is Prasavadharmi but Jfia

is not.

Through all these distinctions and interrelations wo
get the conclusion that Reality is the self-dififeren-

tiation, self-construction and self-comprehension of Reason

as Transcendental Meaning or Puru§5rtha. It is the

realisation of a rational and moral order through the

individualised Linga-vi^esas.

We shall close this chapter by drawing pointed atten-

tion to the fact that the theory of a beginning and an

end of unfoldment is absolutely without any foundation.

Dartfana of Jna is not a ^passing phase of its nature.

Dra^tptva is an inseparable feature or ‘Bhava’ of its unity.

For Jfia to bo means perpetual self-finding and self-

distinguishing. It is an eternal conflict between truth

and erro/.,iustice and injustice and an equally eternal

triumph of truth over untruth and justice over injustice.

Pralaya is, therefore, the fiction of the psychologist while

eternal self-construction of Reality is the considered

verdict of the logician.



CHAPTER IX

Knowledge as Construction of the Objective.

We shall try to describe in this chapter the genuine

Sftmkhya theory of knowledge. Our conclusions in

this respect, as in others, have differed from the tradi*

tional account. That account starts from the contact

of the external sense-organ with the sense-object and

then traces the sense-datum through Manas, Ahafik&ra

and Buddhi to the final presentation of the datum to

Puru^a by Buddhi. Knowledge proper arises only when
Puru^a takes cognisance of this Buddhi-presented datum.

This account seems to us to have missed the

essential features of the Sariikhya theory of knowledge.

To understand this theory properly it is necessary to

bear in mind the nature, place and function of Liiga-

Puru$a. This Puru§a, as an instance pf Jha-Av^^akta,

is an instance of a self-presenting, self-constructing and

self-comprehending Reality. It is really a dynamic

personal-objective order. It is, on the one hand, a system

of Karanas or functions and, on the other, a presenta-

tive continuum (Tanmatras). Again, it occupies a

necessary place in Reality. Liaga-Karaiias are the

necessary media of the actualisation of Jna-Avyakta,

Linga-Puru^a, therefore, is a self-constructing whole

or order. This self-construction necessarily involves the

construction of the objective order. The Person is

constructed along with the objective order and the

objective order along with the Person. Really speaking,

the order is, as we have said, the PersonJrt»t)bjective

order. Hence it is said that the sole motive of (Jga^

Avyakta is to find itself in Puru^a and the highest

function of Puru^a is to construct and comprehend

(Jna-) Avyakta. It means that the function of Li&ga-

9
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Puru?a is self-realisation in thf construction of a

natural-social or logical-moral order
, (Ju9.na-Karma-

Samuccaya).

We shall here confine ourselves to the discussion

of the nature of knowledge as the construction of the

objective order and take up the construction of the

moral order in the next chapter. The defect of the

traditional interpretation of the Sarfikhya theory of

knowledge is that it is partial and therefore highly

misleading. In the first place, it seems to suggest that

Buddbi, Ahaukara and Manas can operate independently

of one another as opposed to operating as a whole.

Secondly, it implies that knowledge arises out of the

reflection of an external objective order on Jna or

Puru^a. Thirdly, it definitely suggests that the objects

with which the sense-organs come into contact exist

as finished products independently of the constructive

principle of intelligence. We shall see presently that

the texts do not confirm any of these suggestions.

Logically viewed, Linga-Purusa is a relatively con-

structed principle of constuction. As relatively con-

structed it presupposes itself in Jna-Avyakta and means

further construction of itself in Jna-Avyakta. In other

words, it is a dynamic constructive agency (Prakrti-

Vikrti) presupposed by only Vikrtis (five BhQtas and

eleven Senses) and presupposing Jfia, the principle of all

construction (neither Prakrti nor Vikrti) and Mula

Prakrti, the primarily meant but not constructed datum

(Avikrti). It is clear, therefore, that the presuppositions

of Lifiga are relatively undifferentiated and its function

is always to differentiate it more and more fully.

Logical* ffonstruction or knowledge cannot, therefore,

be treated as concerned with a ready-made objective.

. When we turn to the texts the 36th Earika claims

the first attention. As translated by Dr. Jha it runs

thus :

—
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"These, the external organs together with Manas and
Ahankftra, characteristically differing from one another,

and being different modiOcations of the attributes

(Guptas) resemble a lamp in action ; and as such having

first enlightened the Spirit’s purpose present it in its

entirety to Buddhi."

This translation, having followed the traditional

interpretation has missed the real significance of this

Kilrika. In the first place, Purusasya Artham should

not be taken to mean the spirit’s purpose. Spirit here

refers to Linga-Puru§a. This Puru^a discharges both

logical and moral or purposive functions. It knows
and acts. It is a rational-moral system and is construc-

tive of the world of Science and Philosophy and also

the society of Morality and Ethics. Purpose refers to

only one aspect of Artha and ignores the other. Artha

should, therefore, be taken to mean ‘Meaning* which

comprehends both Reason and Purpose or Knowledge

and Action. Samkhya not only means ‘Meaning* by

Artha but considers that logical Meaning or Jufina is

presupposed by moral Meaning or Karma. That it is so

may be seen from the following statements

(a) The fundamental principle of construction has

been called Jha.

(b) Dra^trtva and paksitva go with Akartrtva.

(c) Akartrtva is the ground of Kartftva,

Secondly, Artham Prakaiya does not mean enlighten-

ing the purpose (of the spirit) but positing or objectify-

ing the Meaning that Jua-Avyakta is, viz. a world of

natural-social worlds or individuals. This is further

proved by the word Krtsnam. The universe is posited

in its entirety. But that which is ^.positedTis always

relatively undifferentiated. There is, therefore, room

for further construction.

Thirdly, the metaphor of the lamp should not be
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taken literally. The point of the metaphor lies in the

fact that the lamp is presentative of the objective (PradU

pavat Vi^aya Prakatfakfth. Gaudapada). The point to be

guarded against is that the lamp presupposes independent

ready-made objects but Linga-Puru?a does not. It is an

instance of the self-positing and self-presenting Reality.

No doubt it presupposes Avyakta but it is, first of all,

implicit and then exists as the very stuff of Liaga-Puru^a.

Avyakta again presupposes Jna. Hence the objective has

no priority in knowledge.

Fourthly, the terra Viiegah is considered to exclude

Buddhi. It is not quite true. Buddhi is the presupposi-

tion of Ahaiikara etc. The functions of Ahaaksra are

only differentiations of Buddhi. Ahankara etc. can

posit and thus present the Meaning of Purusa in its

entirety only as resting on Buddhi. Buddhi as Adhya-

vasaya is tbe necessary precondition of, and realised

through, Ahaikara with the Sense-functions. Really

speaking, Buddhi posits itself as Ahafikara and through

it the objective. Ahafikara etc. positing the objective

present it to Buddhi. Buddhi posits and also comprehends.

Buddhi again can discharge all these functions simply

because it is the organ of, and thus Adhivasita by,

Adhyavasaya or Dra^trtva and Sak^itva. Buddhi is thus

Adhyatrna, the objective in its entirety is its Adhibhata,

and Jna or Purusa is its Adhideva.

The 36th Karika should, therefore, be translated thus :

—

The Karayas (functioning organs), which are the Guna-

specifications (of the Bhavas) and are peculiarly differen-

tiated from one another, posit or objectify (presupposing

Adhyavasaya of Buddhi) the Meaning of Puru?a in its

entirety (3^^
the universe of natural-social worlds or

individuals) and present it to Buddhi. Thus they resemble

a lamp in action (which is presentative of the objective).

Tbe position and presentation of the objective in its

entirety being given, the function of the Earaaas is
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next to interpret this relatively undifferentiated datum
and construct a world of distinct tilings and persons.

This construction is only disimplication. It is perceptual

(Dr^ta), inferential (AnutnAna) and finally, it is the

comprehension of meaning in its entirety or construction

as Aptavacana.

Buddhi, Ahafik^ra, Manas and the five Buddhi'senses

discharge their peculiar functions. But it does not mean
that they can function independently of one another.

Linga is a synthetic unity of differentiated functions

and functions as a whole. This has been stated

unambiguously in the 31st Karika. The Karanas

discharge their peculiar functions which involve and

imply one another. Their functioning is indissolubly

bound up with “Meaning*’ or Purusartha. They pre-

suppose Meaning, are operated by Meaning, and are

directed towards Meaning. Nothing else can ever move

them to action. This means that Linga is necessarily

involved in the self-differentiation, self-construction and

self-comprehension of Meaning. Jna or Puru|a, as the

principle of Artha or Meaning, is a dynamic category.

It is so even if it means purpose. It is, indeed, strange

that Puru?a should be considered as passive.

The 32nd Karika seems to be the most misunderstood

of all. It runs thus : Karana is of thirteen kinds. Each

of them has, of course, its peculiar function. But all

these diverse functions are. from one point of view,

reducible to three, viz. Aharaua, Dharana and Prakatfa-

kara. Aharaua is said to be seizing or compassing,

Dharana is maintaining or retaining and Piaka^a is

manifesting or presenting. Commentators have attempted

to classify Karanas according as they discharge one

or other of these functions. Vacaspati says that Atiarailia

is the function of the Karma-senses. Dharana of the three

internal Karanas and Prakatfa of the Buddhi-senses.

Dharapa, he says further, is concerned with the main-
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tenance of the vital functions. According to QaudapSda,

Ahara^a and DhSrana are the functions of the Earma«

senses ; while Prakfltfa is the function of the Buddhi-

senses. He does not mention the three internal Eara^as.

The question now is : Does this Earika really mean
what the commentators say ? Are we to understand

that Dharaiia means the retention of life only? Is there

nothing else to be retained ? Is there nothing like

retention of experiences both intellectual and active and

formation of habit ? Again, why should iharana mean
the function of the senses of Karma ? Even if it means

that, how can Utsarga which is one of the Karma-

senses be said to be a form of Aharana ? Similarly, is

there no difference between Viharana and Aharaya ?

Lastly, why should Prakil^a be the function of Buddhi-

senses alone ? Does not speech, at any rate, present or

reveal or manifest? Is not action, in general, presenta-

tive ?

These are only some of the questions that create a

legitimate suspicion that the commentators have bungled.

We are inclined to interpret this Karika differently. It

nieans that the thirteen functions, viz. Adhyavasaya,

Abhimana, SaAkalpa etc., involve the operations of

Aharaua, Dharaua and Praka^a. Each of them signifies

vital, psychological and logical functions.

Aharaua and Aharya are the two forms used in this

Earika. Similarly Dharaua has got Dharya and Prakatfa

has got Praka^ya. Aharaua etc. mean functions and Aoarya

etc., mean the objects involved in their functioning.

Aharaua seems to mean the function of assimilation. It

involves selection, elimination and integration. Dharaiia

is retention or the act of having firm hold on, and Prakaria

is presentation. Karauas being Guna-Viie^ah, it may very

well be that they are, as involving ^Sattva, presentative, as

involving Tamas, retentive and as involving Bajas, in-

tegrative.
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The objecta towards which they, as Psycho>Logical
functions, are directed are ten, viz. the five Tanm&tras and
the five Bhatas. They are to be assimilated, retained and
presented as the objective. It is not at all necessary to

classify these objects into the superhuman five and the

human five as Vacaspati has done. As vital functions,

they are concerned with the assimilation of food, air,

light, water etc., and the retention of nutriments and
the manifestation of energy.

The 33rd Karika is very important from our point of

view. It states that the ten external senses present

objects constructed by the internal three. Trayasya

Vi^ayakhyaih means “Such as manifest the objects of the

internal three.” This means that they present the

objects as constructed by the internal three out of

the undifferentiated presentations of the external ten.

The ten senses, being always concerned with the presen*

tation of objects, are confined to the present. Present-

ness or the present moment goes with presentation.

This is the true view of the present. The internal

three are concerned with all the three divisions of time,

viz. past, present and future. This shows that time with

its divisions is a logical construct. The same is true of

space, though there is no distinct mention of it. It is

the necessary construcj; of the act of position and presen-

tation.

In the 28th Karika we are told that the function or

Vrtti of the five Buddhi-Indriyas is, in respect of sound,

etc. ilocanamatram. This term means mere presentation.

What is presented is a relatively undifferentiated whole of

sound etc. (K. 36). It is the objective in its entirety.

The irreducible datum is not a particular but t-the whole

world “ shading off from the momentary focus of atten-

tion.” These senses are the functions involved in the

Adhyavasaya of Buddhi and are hence instrumental in

the position and presentation of the objective.
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It should not be understood either that Indriyas, by

themselves can present or that the presented datum is

absolutely devoid of interpretation. 5.locanamfttraih of

Indriyas is made possible by the setting, viz. the context of

the internal Karauas in which they are found. The absolutely

unqualified datum is a postulate of thought ; for, to know it

even as datum or objective (Vi^aya) means enlargement

or interpretation. Avyakta is thus a postulate of thought.

There is nothing more ‘SQksma’ or subtle than it. But

to know it as a presentative-conative-affective continuum

means greater differentiation or more definite interpre-

tation. The interpretation proceeds from Gunas to

Tanmatras, from Tanmatras to Bhtltas till the concrete

world or the objective is presented. Liuga is, for this

reason, co-eval with Jfia-Avyakta. Reality is thus a conti-

nuous but systematic interpretation of experience.

Kara\)as of interpretation are Manas, Ahafikara and

Buddhi. Their function is perception, inference and

iptavacana as explained by us. Manas, as Vacaspati says,

enlarges the undifferentiated presentation into what we
have called judgments of identity e. g. this (presented

datum) is a jar (in the world of objects). The ancient

writer, quoted by Vacaspati, says, “ At first, one observes

a certain object without qualifications, and latterly

intelligent people think of the ol^ject as belonging to a

certain class and having certain properties.” This is the

meaning of Sankalpa and it is the peculiar function of

Manas (K. 27). Miknas, therefore, corresponds to the

function of attention, and makes perceptive judgments

possible. It should be clearly remembered that the func-

tioning of Manas presupposes Buddhi and Aha&kara and
implies the sense-functions. Peculiar functioning should

not be mistaken for independent or isolated functioning.

Manas is an Indriya ; for. it is, as the etymology of

Indriya goes, the characteristic of Indra or Puru^a.

Vscaspati is perplexed by the fact that Indriya so inter-
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preted would include even AhaAksra and Buddhi. But

they have been distinguished from Indriyas. He gets

over the diflSculty by saying “ that the etymologioal

meaning of Indriya need not form its connotation." ^ He
says that Manas is a sense because it is the modification of

Ahanksra. He could not see that the etymology does not

conflict with the connotation simply because Aha&ksra is

the symbol of Jna and consequently, is not a characteristic

of Puru§a, but is Puru?a itself. Buddbi, however, is

unique, for it is the function of self-position and self-

transcendence. It is thus distinguishable from the. 1^0
and yet it comes out through the Ego as Manas and the

senses named after it, and expresses the connection of

meaning between Jfia and Puru§a.

The 2nd line of the 27th Ktlriktl means that the differen-

tiated sense-functions are the differentiations of Manas.

So are the differentiated sense-objects, for the functioning

of Indriyas means the presentation of Tanm&tras. All

these, however, are the various specifications of Oupas.

They are the Guua-specifications of the transcendental

Bh&vas of Jna.

The function of Ahaiikftra in knowledge is thus to

differentiate the sense-functions from the sense-objects

i.^e. to differentiate the object from itself. Abhimftna is

self-consciousness as distinguished from the object-cons-

ciousness e. g. the judgqi^iat "this (presented datum) is'a

jar (in the world) and as auch is distinguished from mo."

The presented datum is not identified with the interpre-

ting subject on account of this self-distinguisking objective

reference of the Ego. Ssmkhya thus may well say

that ‘‘ perception is a unique relation iu which the Ego

stands to the object which owes its existence to its own
activity of attention."

' Dr. Jha*g traoalation.

10
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Buddhi is Adhyavasftya. It is the chief function as

connected with Dar4ana of Jna. •It is the essence of

Puru^a and is the ground of all the experiences of Puru?a

in Science, Morality and Art. It is all-comprehensive

in its functions and is involved in the position, presenta-

tion, construction, comprehension and transcendence of

AhafikSra as a self-conscious world. In knowledge it

may be said to transform the true-for-me into the true-

for-all. It takes us from the perceptual level to the level

of science and philosophy, from my truth to rational

comprehension.

These are the peculiar functions of the three internal

Earaijas. They are unique. The general function per-

tains to the maintenance of the five vital airs. Does it

mean that all living creatures are potentially rational

and intelligent and symbols of Linga ? Is the animal

cpnsciousness implicitly a judging consciousness ?

The 30th KIrika states how the Karauas function in

knowledge. This has not been rightly construed.

Dr. G. N. Jha has translated it thus : With regard to

visible objects, the functions of the four are said

to be instantaneous as well as gradual ; with regard to

invisible objects, the functions of the three (internal

organs) are preceded by that {i. e. the cognition of some

visible object).
0

We propose to interpret and translate it thus :

—

The functions of the four, viz. the three internal

and any one of the external Karauas are instantaneous

and may also be gradual. The question here is1

Does ‘gradual’ mean the successive functioning of

Karauas one after the other ? This interpretation

is not copsistent with the structure of Linga. Linga,

being a synthetic unity, functions as a whole. We have

already noticed that peculiar function does not mean
isolated functioning. Indeed Karauas function as one.

The function of each rests on the whole.
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The next questiotv is : If so, what is meant by the
gradual functioning? It means the gradual elaboration
of the presented datum (involving the simultaneous
functioning of all) through hypothesis and demonstration.

In other words, it refers to inferential construction.

Lastly, it may be asked : How can inference which
is Atindriya be said to involve the fourth viz. the external

Karana ? The reply is given in the 2nd line. It is: Both
in perception (Dr^ta) and in inference (Adf?^a) the

function of the fourth viz. the external Karana is involved.

Inferential construction, as we have seen, is an elabora-

tion Of systematisation of perceptual construction. Adr^ta
may also include Aptavacana, for knowledge necessarily

involves objective reference.

In the 35th Karika it has been stated that Suddhi with

the internal Karanas of Ahankara and Manas is involved

in the comprehension of the objective. For this reason, the

three internal Karanas may be said to be the door-keepers

and the ten external ones the doors. This is not a very

happy metaphor. It suggests that ready-made objects

enter through the gates of the senses and that the door-

keepers simply regulate their entry.

But the whole context of the Samkhya philosophy

rebels against any suck, suggestion. The 36th Ksrika is

the complete refutation of the 35th. There it is said that

the different Karanas manifest the Meaning of Puru^a

in its entirety and present it to Buddhi. This is a function

that is certainly not identical with the functions of the

gate-keepers and the gates as ordinarily understood.

The metaphor, however, may bo interpreted consistently

with what has been said in the 31st Karika, viz. that the

function of the Karan&'i is wholly and solely dependent

on Puru^artha. Tke external senses are called gates

simply because tbey are only presentative and not inter-

pretative. The internal Karanas are called gate-keepers

because tb^y are interpretative and not presentative.
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la the 37th Karikft we are told that Buddhi acoom-

pliahes all Pratyupabhoga of Puru^a and also distin-

guishes between Pradhana and Puru^a, though the

distinotion is highly subtle. Pratyupabhoga does not

mean torments and aflfliotions nor does it mean enjoy-

ment in the ordinary acceptance of the term. It means

experience in its most comprehensive sense. It may

be translated as ‘enjoyment* provided we take it in the

Sense in which Delisle Burns has used it in his book called

“The Contact between Minds**. We cannot help quoting

one very .important passage. It runs thus : *‘Enjoyraent is

at one end, contemplation at the other. Enjoyment

gradually approaches contemplation in which ‘the object,

arises. Being passes into being known. * * ^ The

continuity of the series is perfect and it is an infinite series.

But factors of reality which are the members of one

series or another remain definitely separate.’* Pratyupa-

bhoga really covers both ‘enjoyment and contemplation.

Buddhi is really the ground of all enjoyment and

contemplation. As the function of Adhyavasaya and

as non-different from Bhava of Dariana or Dra^trtva,

it is the sole constructive principle of all enjoyed and

contemplated realities, Buddhi is Jna positing, construc-

ting and comprehending itself as LiAga-Purufa and thus

it involves Avyakta or Pradhana.

As the ground of self-ccimprehension, Buddhi “exposes

the subtle difference” between Pradhana and Puru^a.

But this cannot mean the separation of Pradhana from

Puru^a and the final annihilation of Pradhana. Dis-

tinguishing is always distinguishing differences in a

unity and not cancelling the differences in favour of

an alwitract fictitious unity* The terms distinguished

are as essential to the unity as the unity is to the

terms distinguished. Buddhi is the ground of differen-

tiation and Buddhi is again the connection ,
of meaning

between the terme differentiated*
I
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It is this conception of Buddhi that makes Sftmkhya

the rationalistic theory of Beality and Life that it is

and sets it in opposition to any cult of Mysticism and

Mok^a. It is this Buddhi that has conceived and pro*

pounded the theory of Vyaktavyaktai&a. The Eflrikis

that have described the aspects of this unity in their

relations and distinctions bear ample proof of ohr inter*

pretation. Saiiikhya Buddhi unequivocally demands the

selfless devotion to and cultivation of Science. Morality

and Art. It is, indeed, an irony of fate that we should

find Samkhya as the champion of a self-centred doctrine

of individual salvation that denies the natural-social or

better, the logical-moral order.



CHAPTEFi X.

Lihga as Karta.

We have seen in the last chapter how Linga-Puru^a

constructs reality as a system of objects. We have

now to see what Li&ga as Karts performs. Karts

means an agent or performer of actions. These actions

are distinguished from the actions involved in the

construction of reality or knowledge. They have been

called in Ssmkhya Karma-indriyas and are distinguished

from Buddhi-Indriyas. To define the nature of Liiga as

Karts it is necessary, therefore, to ascertain the meaning
and nature of Karma-Indriy as.

We have seen that Indriya means sense-function and
also that it is a differentiation of Ahaaksra and is im-
plied in Buddhi. Karraa-Indrivas agree with Buddhi-
Indriyas in being functions. Buddhi-Indriyas are logical

functions. But what is the nature of Karma-indriyas ?

The account of these Indriyas given in the texts

is very meagre and commentators have made it ex-

tremely misleading. In the 26th Ksriks we are told

that they are the vocal organ, hands, feet, the organ of
excretion (rectum) and of generation (sex). But these
should be called physiological organs rather than func-
tions. In the 28th Karika we are told that the functions
are Vacana, Adana, Viharaua, Utsarga and Ananda. It
is customary to identify Vacana with the function of the
vocal organ, Adana with that of the hands, Viharaua
with that of the feet, Utsarga with that of the rectum and
Ananda with that of the sexual organ.

This identification of Vacana etc., with the functions
of the physiological organs of speech efc., is partly ambi-
guous and partly unwarranted. It is ambiguous to say
e.g, that Viharaua is (^e function of the feet. It createa
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the impression that the mental life behind it can be

totally dropped. Is MW,lking mere aimless treading on
the ground ? Is Vacana mere production of sounds by the

vocal organ ? Is idana the function of the hands merely ?

It is easy to see that these physiological functions pre-

suppose, in any intelligible form, non-physiological func-

tions. Vacana to be intelligible must be the communica-
tion of ideas and meanings through language. Similarly,

Xdana and Viharana presuppose some sort of understand-

ing.

It is unwarranted simply because Utsarga and inanda,

as functions of Linga, must again mean something non-

physiological. The function of excretion is only an

organic function controlled by one or other of the vital

airs. It cannot be placed on the same level with speech

etc., which are intelligent functions. .Snanda, again, is

not an emotional state but an active function. It cannot

be the function of sexual gratification, for Linga, as wo
have seen, is sexually undifferentiated, and yet Ananda is

one of the functions that enter into its constitution. The
utmost that can be said, consistently with the definition

of Linga given in Ch. V, is that Ananda may bo the

ground of sex-differentiation, and at the same time may
tend to transcend sex.

We are inclined to Jiold, however, that Vacana etc.,

as Karma-functions, are distinguished from Buddhi-senso-

functions, in as much as they are non-theoretical social

functions. In the language of Delisle Burns, they are

the different forms of the ‘ enjoyment of other minds.’

They signify the relation of Puru?as to one another.

Vacana is communication. Viharana is not walking but

enjoying company or the relation of fellowship, .i&dftna

meaning ‘ taking ’ implies the assertion of rights ; while

Utsarga means devotion and involves the discharging of

duties. Ananda is the fountain-head of all artistic cons-

truction. Ananda as much as Art is a social function.
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Moksavftdi may be interested in divesting Karma-

Indriyas of their social significance but it is there all

the same. The terras Vacana etc^ are intelligible only

as social functions of Linga. The necessary place given

to these Indriyas in the constitution of Linga shows defi-

nitely that it is a social being. Its consciousness is a

social consciousness. It shows further that Puru^a is

the central principle of society which is a system of

relations grounded on the * enjoyment ’ of other Puru?as.

In this connection attention may be drawn to the famous

declaration of Yajnavalkya to Maitreyi in the Brhadft-

rapyalca Upanigad.*

Each Puru^a finds in his world other Puru^as and
the relations in which he stands to them are indicated

by Karma-Indriyas. They, therefore, raise the question of

morality in the context of the rational life of Puru?a.

Buddhi or Viveka demands that every Puru^a must

acquit himself properly. He must respect rationality in

himself and in others. Irrational Vacana etc., are unbe-

coming of Puru^a. The problem of morality in Sftmkhya is

a problem of right and wrong and not one of good and bad.

Moral conduct is action according to reason or the dischar-

ging of the functions of Vacana etc., in a manner worthy of

the rational Purii^a. Samkhya does not tempt by rewards

or threaten by punishments. Nor does it posit any end

outside the proper functioning ifself. Even self-realisa-

tion is not an end outside the Karma-functions. The self is

realised in every rational act. This act does not aim at

its own annihilation in any Mok^a outside the act bat

ever tends to maintain itself in its proper rationality.

Morality in S&mkhya means the maintenance of the

rational-social or the moral or^er.

Ssmkhya has stated quite unambiguously the virtues

of character. They are the functions of Sattviki Buddhi

» Oh. IV, Br. 6.
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and are Dharma, Jfiftna, Viraga and Aiivarya. It is

significant that Dharlna etc., have been associated with
Buddhi and not with Ahankara. Ahankara is and must
always be subservient to Buddhi. Buddhi is the principle

of self-position and ever demands that this self should

not set itself against it. Ahaikara as a function is

required to function in accordance with Buddhi or Reason
and Conscience. It demands Dharma or justice invol-

ving the taking and the giving of dues, JMna or wisdom or

the knowledge of the essential rational-moral nature of

Purusa, Viraga or temperance as distinguished from self-

aggrandisement and Aiivarya or the power born of the

consciousness of being rational and conscientious. These

correspond to the four cardinal virtues of Plato and are,

like them, at once personal and social.

Purusa is thus required by its own nature to maintain

its inborn rationality in the Karma-functions of Vacana,

Adana etc., and live in spiritual fellowship with other

Purusas. We are reminded of Kant’s famous principle : “Act

.so as to treat humanity whether in thine own person or in

that of any other as an end-in-itself and never as a means

only.’’ Samkhya would say : Act like true Purusa respecting

rationality in you and the same in others. This is Dharma.

Samkhya has no religion. It is first a logical theory

and then an ethical theory. Logic and Ethics, know -

ledge and morality, JtVina and Karma are the two distin-

guishable but inseparable aspects of Reality and Life.

Life is not an evil Its ideal is not Moksa or self-annihi.

lation because it involves the denial of Karma-Jfiftna-

construction. It is only to ensure this that both JuSnen-

driyas and Karmendriyas have been recognised as the

essential elements of the Lifiga-constitution. It is, indeed,

a great pity that Duhkha and Mok?a should be grafted into

Samkhya even though it lodges the most emphatic protest

against both.

Samkhya has not only recognised the proper value

of Science or Knowledge and Action or Morality but

11
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has also given Art its proper place, inanda, we have

said, is the function of artistic Construction. Sattvika

Svaprakaia Ananda has been recognised by rhetoricians

as the source of all Art. Indeed, it is Ananda that

by its delightful magic imparts to speech the rhythm and

melody of poetry and music, and infuses into the dead and

dry stone and timber the tenderness and tenement of

living imagination. It is Ananda that is the fountain-

head of all Art—music, poetry, dance, drama, architecture

and sculpture. Nay, it is Ananda that is at the root

of the differentiation of sex and, therefore, of family,

society, state and all the institutions that make up human
life. Ananda, in short, is only another name for

aesthetic self-expression.

It is very significant that Sariikhya treats Art as a

function and, what is more, a sense-function. More
significant still is the fact that Ananda has no rights

against Buddhi, the principle of self-determination in

Science and Morality.

It is said that Dharma takes one above and Adharma
pulls him down. It means that justice elevates, while

injustice degenerates. The one shows the rational in

man, the other the brute in him. Similarly, Viraga or

self-control means Prakrtilayah i. e. subordination of

Prakrti or the causal spontaneity to the cause of self-

determination or Purusartha. Ra'ga is responsible for

Sarhsara i.e. other-determination as distinguished from
self-determination. Aisvarya removes impediments, while

feebleness multiplies them, Ajfiana is bondage. Jhana
ensures Apavarga i,e. the removal of bondage and
assertion of freedom. The issue as conceived by Sariikhya is

plain. It is for man to decide whether he would assert his

right of self-determination or allow himself to be the vassal

of the psycho-bio-physical order and forego his rationality.

Sariikhya does not believe in Dharma or Karma in

the sense of the performance of Vedic sacrifices and
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ascetic practices. Its Karmayoga is the rational self-

determination in VacAna, 5.dilna, Viharaua, Utsarga and
Snanda. Yoga of Sftmkhya is "Karmasu Kouialaih.”

Lifiga as Karta is, therefore, constructive of a moral order

(and the order of aesthetic construction and self-enjoy-

ment) in the very same way as Lihga as ‘Cetana’ Puru9a

is constructive of the logical order. The same Buddhi

is both Reason and Conscience. Puru^artha means both

the rational and the moral order, both science and con-

duct. But conduct presupposes science, Karta Puru^a

presupposes Akarta Jna, Karma- Indriyas presuppose the

function of the Buddhi-Indriyas (K. 34).

Buddhi demands that Ahankara should transcend it-

self (1) for the sake of science or truth, and abandon

false beliefs and erroneous convictions ; (2) for the sake

of the moral order, and abandon wrong conventions and

destroy unjust institutions ; (3) for the sake of the true

enjoyment of the beautiful, and rise above the psycho-bio-

physical tendencies not reformed by reason and cons-

cience. The true Karmayogi is thus one who has realised

this three-fold self-transcendence. This is realised in

the cultivation of the eight Siddhis. Siddhi is said to be

perfection. Perfection, in Samkhya, is perfect action

and not inaction. It is the action according to Reason

and Conscience.

Reality, according fo the Samkhya philosophy, is,

therefore, an Eternal Construction or Act. It is the reali-

sation of a logical, moral and artistic order (Bhavakhya)

through the medium of a psycho-bio-physical order

(Lihgakbya). To be is to act. Action is the essence of

everything. Rest is only diversion of activity. He
who wants to swim against this ever-flowing current

and aims at the annihilation, instead of the rationalisation,

of action, commits suicide. Whoever fixes his eyes on

eternal rest is engaged in a wild goose chase.



CHAPTER XI

Viparyaya, Asakti, Tusti and Siddhi.
• •

We have seen that, according to Ssriikhya, Reality is

the construction of the logical order and then the construc-

tion of the moral order. Now, the logical order implies

a struggle against error and the moral order, a struggle

against evil and imperfection. It follows, therefore, that

Sariikhya must, consistently with its position, propound

a theory of error and evil.

In the 46th Karika we are told that this Pratyayasarga

is characterised by Viparyaya and A4akti, and Tu^ti and

Siddhi. It may be mentioned in passing that Pratyaya-

sarga means logical con.struction or construction by

predication (Pratyaya) or judgment. This includes moral

construction or judgments of right and wrong along with

the judgments of true and false and of beautiful and ugly.

Viparyayas include, therefore, both logical and moral

perversity. They are five in number. They have been

called (1) Tamas, (2) Moha, (3) Mahumoha, (4) Tamisra

and (5) Andhatamisra. There seems to be something

like a gradation among these Viparyayas. They have,

again, sixty-two subdivisions. These names signify, to

our mind the reverses of Buddhi. We are told in the

23rd Karika that Buddhi with predominating Sattva

discharges the five functions of Adhyavasaya, Dharma,

Jfiana, Viraga and Airfvarya. But Buddhi with predominant

Tamas functions in the reverse way. These reverses of

the five Buddhi-functions are the five Viparyayas. They

are either moral or logical. Under moral Viparyayas we get

Adharma, Raga and Dourbalya. Ajfiana is both logical

and moral. It is the ignorance both of the true and of

the right. We are not in a position to say which of these

is Tamas, which again is Moha, and so on. Again, we
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are not in a position to say what principles of division

have been employed* in enumerating the subdivisions

of each. We can, however, say with certainty that

Viparyayap are false theories and wrong practices. As
such they include all the typical schools of thought and
culture that are different from the theory of Vyakta-

vyaktajfia. Consequently they include Ritualism.

Asceticism, Mysticism, Occultism, Passivism, Naturalism,

Theism, Subjectivism, Scepticism and all other isms of

their brand.

Aiaktis are abnormal and pathological conditions.

They are 28 in number and are either physiological or

psychological. They are the disabilities of the eleven

senses and the reverses of nine Tu^tis and eight

Siddhis.

The recognition of Viparyayas and Asaktis is a

necessary consequence of the logical outlook of Samkhya.

But recognition is one thing and explanation is another.

What is the explanation of error and evil ? We are told

by Samkhya that they are all incident to the preponder-

ance of Tamas and the consequent suppression of Sattva.

It means, in other words, that errors and evils are

necessary phases of the Pratyayasarga that Reality is.

It may be asked : When everything is the symbolisation

of Jna or Purusilrtha, why should there be Viparyayas

and Asaktis i. e. the reverses and disabilities ? Why
should Tamas predominate over Sattva ? How is per-

fection compatible with error and evil ?

The answer lies in the fact that Samkhya does not

regard perfection as a state outside the act. Perfection

is perfect construction and as such it involves a conflict

with and a triumph over the imperfect, the disorderly and

the chaotic. The imperfections are error and evil. Truth

is a campaign against Bandhas. Morality is a campaign

against injustice or Adharma and Ananda against the

ugly and the deformed. These imperfections are thus
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the necessary phases of Pratyayasarga. They are not

non-existent but real as phases stnd unreal as wholes.

They are real as reverses but unreal as normal functions.

Adharma and Ajuana are tlius inherent in the very struc-

ture of Reality.

In the domain of the logical construction, we have

seen, that the Bhautika order has to be explained by the

Tanmatrika, the latter again by Avyakta and lastly,

Avyakta by Jfia. It is an error to take as ultimate any

one of these at the expense of others. Error is partial

truth which serves as a stepping-stone to a wider truth

or a case of false identification or Anyathakhyati.

The moral reverses are the concomitants of the errors

and are like them partial and one-sided. They are

rooted in Raga or attachment to the body in preference

to reason and conscience and due to the predominance of

Tamas in Buddhi and the consequent over emphasis on

Ahankara. They lead to self-aggrandisement, injustice

and cowardice. Morality is, however, not a denial of

the parts, viz. Ahaiikara etc., but the employment

of all to the all-embracing cause of Truth, Justice and

£nanda.

Error and evil thus are indispensable, necessary and

eternal phases of the Real. They are not self-existent

but rest on the positive real. Error is, as Bosanquet says,

existence of one kind claiming to have in addition exis-

tence of another kind which it has not. The same may
be said of evil. Viparyaya and A^akti, therefore, are not

due to any other principle but are incident to the self-

differentiation of Jfia.

But this is not all. If real construction be character-

ised by reverses and disabilities, it is also characterised

by Tu^tis and Siddhis. These indicate the line of struggle

against error and evil. The recognition of Tu§tis and

Siddhis proves our contention that, according to Sariikhya,

Reality is a never-ending campaign against and conquest
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of error and evil. “The errors perish in every act of

thought and in every act of thought are born anew”.

Similarly, the evils perish in every conduct and in every

conduct are born anew. This incessant struggle against

error and evil is the lot of life. Though unceasing, the

struggle is neither tiring nor depressing but on the

other hand, quite enjoyable. The secret of success is

found in the practice of Tustis and Siddhis. These are

the keys to power and perfection.

Tustis have been absolutely misrepresented by Vacas-

pati. The way in which he has described them shows

that he has really given an account of the reverses of Tu§ti.

The reason for our contention is simply the statement

in Karika 49 that the reverse of Tu§ti is A4akti. It is,

therefore, perfectly legitimate to conclude that Tustis

are not disabilities but means to power. Is it, however,

a means to power to suppose that Purusartha will be

realised in course of time, or by making a show of acting

for it, or as a natural culmir>ation, or as a gift of destiny

or fate ? Are these marks of Sakti or power or sincere

determination to be a Purusa worth the name ? Yet

Vacaspati wants us to believe that. No, Tustis are neither

erroneous notions nor the excuses for the idler’s reliance

on Nature or Time or Fate or paraphernalia. Tu§ti is

the sense of power born of the firm conviction that every

thing, the whole machinery of the universe will submit

to the demands of rational and moral meaning. Nature

conditions, opportunities and even destiny will follow the

determined Purusa like a tame dog. Nothing can go

against the cause of Reason and Conscience, of truth and

justice. Even error and evil are bound to provide nourish-

ing conditions.

Internal Tustis are four. They are born of the trust

and confidence in the subservience of Prakrti, means or

conditions, time and destiny to Purusartha. External

Tustis are five, born of the sense of control over the

five objects of sense or Viraga. Such is the concept of
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Tu9U8 which the anti-activistic Mok^avadin could not

help distorting and disfiguring beyond recognition. It

may be urged against our interpretation of Tus^i that

in Karika 51 the first three, viz. Viparyaya, A^akti and

Tu9ti have been said to be the checks to Siddhi. But this

is a misconstruction of the passage “ Siddheh Ptlrvah

Auku^ah Trividhah ”, In the first place, ‘ Anku^ah ’ need

not mean that which deters. It may also, and more

properly, mean that which stimulates. In the second

place, ‘ Pcirvah Trividhah ’ means the first three Siddhis,

viz. Uha Sabda and Adhyayana. These three are the

principal Siddhis and the rest depend on them. The fund-

amental Siddhi is the conquest of ignorance.

Siddhis are eight. They are Uha, Sabda, Adhyayana,

the conquest of the three Bandhas, Suhrtprapti and Dana.

Uha is equivalent to Jijiiasa or questioning. It is the reali-

sation of the problem of existence and life made possible by

the conflicts inherent in. Reality. The second Siddhi is

to listen and learn. It is Sabda i.e. receiving instructions

from the wise and expert. Sabda does not mean only

hearing. It implies understanding as well. Hearing is

nothing without understanding. But even this is not

ultimate. The expert may be mistaken or misunder-

.stood. Hence the third Siddhi is Adhyayana. One must,

by private study and contemplation, verify and realise

for himself the truth of what he hhs learnt. (Aptavacana).

This free and unfettered exercise of Reason ensures

the comprehension of Puru^arthaj.e. rational order or truth

and moral order or justice. It means the conquest of

three Bandhas. Freed from bondage and unworthy

cares and anxieties, one realises the identity of the per-

sonal existence with the inner rational and moral order

and thus deserves to be the friend of all. Suhrtprapti means

deserving to be trusted as a friend. Spiritual fellowship

transcends all limitations of body, caste, religion and

nationality and is born of the whole-hearted devotion to

the interests of the rational and moral order. It means
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therefore, Dana or the devotion of all to the cause of

Truth, Justice and ffreedora. He alone is the friend

of humanity who is not swayed by considerations of per-

sonal Rain and loss but has definitely taken his stand

under the banner of Truth and Justice or, what is the same

thing, has dedicated himself to the establishment of a

society of free Puru^as. Spiritual fellowship demands

sound reason, clear conscience and serene blissfulness. It

holds in its hands the olive branch of peace hut never

hesitates to lodge the most emphatic protest and wage

the most vigorous campaign against error and evil or

Viparyaya and A^akti or Raga, Bandha and AjSana.

Thus we find that Pratyayasarga is perpetually in a state

of war. But it is not a war of greed and avarice, of dogma

and oppression, of exploitation and tyranny. It is a fight

for Truth and Justice against all that is untrue and unjust.

It is a fight between Truth and error, between Justice and

injustice, between Sattva and Tamas. It is the Kuruk^etra

that is being daily and hourly fought out. The seeds of

conflict and of conquest are both rooted in Reality. Life

is a perpetual struggle. It is for the human person to

illumine the darkness of ignorance and win over the

forces of self-willed tyranny and bigoted oppression. It

is for him or her to refuse to submit to the disruptive

myrmidons of the benighted devil and insist on the

establishment of Dharmarajya or the kingdom of Truth

and Justice and on the inherent value of Science, Morality

and Art.

This is the Karmayoga of the Samkhya philosophy so

ably expounded in the Gita. Samkhya does not believe

in inaction. It firmly adheres to the view that there are

acts and acts. The renunciation of one does not mean

the renunciation of another. In fact, renunciation itself

is an act which means the assertion of the claims of Truth

and Justice over those of untruth and injustice.

The question may be asked : What then ? What is

the upshot of this struggle ? Will it ever end ? Is there

12
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any getting out of this field of battle ? Is there any life

outside this contest ? S^mkhya canftot consistently main-

tain any end of conflict outside it or any termination of the

struggle, Pratyayasarga or self-construction of Reality

is bound to split itself up and be engaged in the struggle

for self-conquest. It is a perpetual splitting-up of harmony
and a perpetual call for readjustment of relations. There

is triumph but the triumph is in the fight and there is

also the seed of battle in triumph. The belief in the

final extinction of the conflict and in Mok?a as the

consequence of the acts of Siddhi outside them is, accord-

ing to Sftihkhya, a sign of wild imagination. Truth and

Justice are not the means to an end outside them. They
are their own ends or ends-unto-themselves. Puru^artha

is its own end and is ever being realised in Science and

Society. An act done for any consequence outside it, for

a motive other than the maintenance of the rational-

moral order which is the soul of the act itself is condemn-
ed as unrighteous. True act is Ni^kama. It does not

aim at any end outside it. There is Mok§a in the sense

of liberation from bondage and misery. But it means
in Samkhya self-transcendence which does not cancel the

conflict but assures the assertion of Truth and Justice.

Sri Kr^ua and Arjuna could transcend the consideration

of personal gain and loss but could not avoid the battle

of Kuruk«ietra and, what is mqre, taking the most
prominent part in it.

The Paiidavas are the heroes of Kurukgetra, simply
because they were guided by considerations of Truth and
Justice. They were fighting for enthroning Yudhi^thira,

the incarnation of Dharma. Theirs were the parts of the
fellows or brothers of Dharmaraja. Theirs was the life

dedicated to the cause of Truth’and Justice.

Self-transcendence is not the negation of action. It

is the negation of re-action or better interaction. It is

action directed towards the one all-embracing Puru^artha.

Self-transcendence is so far removed from inaction
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that it is only Muktapuru^a or the free person that can

be said to act. Others are at the meroy of causal determi-

nation. The free alone act; for, action is self-determina-

tion as distinguished from predetermination or mechanical

interaction or Kriya or Samsara.

This action of Muktapuru^a or Puru^artha does not

employ any mystic powers. It acts through the instru-

mentality of the universal causal machinery. It employs

Nimittanaimittikaprasaftga towards the realisation

of itself. The battle of Truth and Justice has to be fought

with the instruments provided by Avyakta. Hence we
are told in the 52nd Karika that there are no Li6gas with-

out Bhavas and no realisation of Bhavas without Li&ga.

The construction that Reality is, has thus two aspects,

the aspect of rational meaning implying moral meaning
and the aspect of the instrumental Linga. One can never

be found without the other.



CHAPTER 'Xll.

Karikas 53 to 68.

We have tried to show in the foregoing pages that the

whole Samkhya philosophy is contained in the first 52

Karikas. There is nothing more to be added after the

description of Tu^tis and Siddhis. Mok^avadin, how-

ever, is bound to miss one thing. It is Mok9a or the

absolute termination of the conflict between Sattva and

Tamas, the final rest in an eternal indescribable state of

actionless bliss, a complete negation and annulment of

all that is due to Avyakta. But it must be there. How
can a philosophy, he must have argued, be taken as

complete when it does not lead to a state of absolute rest,

a cessation of all actions, of all thoughts, of the entire

Pratyayasarga ? So Buddhi, the chief functionary, must

also be transcended and negatived. Avyakta must be

absolutely neutralised and the lame Puru^a must be left

as looking on a blank and yet fully realised. In the

foregoing pages we have tried to bring out the im-

possibility of deducing such a doctrine from the first

52 Karikas. We shall now discuss each of the sixteen

added Karikas and try to establish our contention.

K. 53. The distinction between gods and men is

inconsistent with the philosophy of the previous Karikas.

Even gods must be the specifications of Linga, and hence

Puru?a. It is possible to distinguish between Puru?a

and Puru?a on the basis of moral and logical attainments

but to set a genus of god with eight species including

Yak^as, Rak^asas and PUacas against the human Person

betrays an absolute misunderstanding of the philosophy

of Vyaktavyaktajua. It was obviously introduced to ex-

plain Sdhidaivika Duhkha. But if man can overcome

Sdhidaivika Duhkha by Vijfiana, he must be superior to

Adhidevas. Again, as these Devas are mischievous, they
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cannot be said to be Sattvika. (For the true meaning of

Adhideva see Ch. I).

K. 54. (a) It is meaningless to say that the aerial regions

are predominantly Sattvika and the earth is predominantly

Tamasika. We have already been told that Man is the

devil and Man is god. The highest enlightenment of

Sattva and the darkest defilement of Tamas are all phases

of human thought and action and Man lives on earth.

(6) It seems to indicate the existence of other Lokas

or "worlds than the one which man is aware of constructing

in thought and action. The structure of Linga, however,

denies the existence of heavens and hells.

K. 55. The conscious Puru§a, like a plaything, may be

swayed to and fro by the causal process. He may also

submit to Duhkha. But it is certainly a serious blunder

or Bandha to say that Duhkha due to ‘old age and death’ is

co-extensive with life and that Linga must lapse back into

Avyakta in order to bo freed from this perennial misery.

Nowhere in the first 53 Karikils have we been told that

Lihga is dissolved. On the other hand, they have defi-

nitely stated that Liiiga is Niyata and is surcharged with

the universal causal dynamism of Prakrti. What is

more, Liiga has been said to be supportless or abstract

without Vi^e^as. In this Karika Mok^avadin has pre-

pared his ground. But lie wants us to forget that Sattviki

Buddhi is as much involved in Reality as Tamasiki Buddhi.

He wants us to forget also Siddhis and the whole philo-

sophy behind them.

K. 56. This raises some very important issues. It

states (a) that the unfoldment of Avyakta has a motive,

(6) that this motive is Mokga of each Puru^a.

It follows, therefore, (1) that Avyakta can act purpo-

sively and even infallibly, (2) that there are many
Puru^as, (3) that each Puru^a is constitutionally in a

state of bondage i.e, imperfect, (4) that perfection is
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something different from the state in which Furuipas

naturally exist prior to the unfol^ment of Avyakta, (5)

that this unfoldment begins and ends in time, (6) that to

be real it must achieve something and (7) that the process

of construction is from the imperfect to the perfect.

These are some of the undeniable consequences of the

position taken up in the 56th Kilrika. We shall see

presently how absurd these are in themselves and how
incompatible they are with the philosophy of the 52

Karikils already discussed. Before wo pass on to the next

Karika, it is necessary to point out that Arambha or the

beginning of the unfoldment of Avyakta is incompatible

with any true interpretation of Satkaryavada. If Avyakta

can exist even for a moment without the effect, it must

exist eternally in that state. Consequently, if Aramhha

is at all to take place, some other factor must come in.

K. 57. If some other factor must come in, it is not a

sufficient explanation to say that the instinctive immanent

teleology of Avyaka accounts for its unfoldment. The
motive of the liberation of each Puru^a is part and parcel

of Avyakta and the Bondage of each Puru§a is also given.

If they be adequate, Sarga must be as eternal as they

are. If they be inadequate, Sarga can never take place.

Either, therefore, there is no Arambha or Arambha is

impossible.

K. 58. The author is evidently aware of the difficulty

of the situation and he is found struggling very hard to

get out of it. He has added one more Karika to solve the

insoluble. In Karika 58 he suggests that there is some
ouriousity in Avyakta which leads it to act. Is the

curiousity a passing phase that is no further explicable ?

If so, this is the end of Vijfiana and Satkaryavada. If

not, it would mean the end of Arambha. We cannot

afford to forget here the 2l8t Karika which refers

to Jna’s Dardana as the logical ground of the objec-

tive construction. We can understand very well how
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and why the category of Jfia wa® forced into the back-

ground and Puruja wa*s substituted for it. We naay ask ;

What differentiates one Puru^a from another before the

operation of Avyakta ? What is it, again, that accounts

for Bandha of Puru^as when Liiga is absent and lying

wholly dissolved in Avyakta ? If unfoldment be due to

bondage, Puru^a must be conceived as essentially vitiated.

How can Avyakta lead infallibly to Mok^a under the

guidance of such a Puru^a ?

K. 59. (a) Prakrti ceases to be something blind and

appears now in the role of a dancing girl.' One

may very well question the propriety of such a

metaphor, for Pratyayasarga is not wholly a display

of Tamas and Moha. The part of Prakrti in Science,

Morality and Art has neither been denied nor considered

as negligible. Does it not show clearly that the author

of KarikJls 10, 11, 15, 16 etc. could not have written the

59th ? Is it not clear also that the latter owes itself to

a world-hater while the former must have been conceived

by a truly rational and scientific thinker ?

(b) It suggests that the display is as spontaneous as

the disappearance. Like the dancing girl Prakrti seems

to go through a certain fixed programme and retire when

it is completed. Does it mean that displaying on the

part of Prakrti is bound to mean Duhkhanivrtti on the

part of Puru^a ? Is it then true to say that there is no

distinction between seeing fully and seeing truly and

behaving rightly ?

(c) How can the wily Prakrti be said to work for the

salvation of Puruga ? What is the part of Puru^a both in

organising and in learning the lesson of this show ?

K. 60. Here the dancing girl is transformed into some-

thing like a devoted partner working unselfishly for

'It is a serious blunder to suppose that Puruga means

man and Prakyiit means woman. Puruga is Person and

includes both man and woman.
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helping Puru^a to realise his Freedom. Does not this

whole-hearted devotion mean an inner relation of mean-

ing between Puru^artha and Avyakta ? This Karika con-

tains some clever but very misleading puns.

() Upakari and Armpakari. These two terms are

taken to mean generous and ungrateful respectively.

This interpretation suggests relations which can not exist

between Jiia and Avyakta. Avyakta has no independent

existence. It is only the other or the objective of Jna.

It exists in, for and by Jua, simply because Jna means it.

() ‘Aparthakam Carati’ has no sense. Avyakta, being

the objective, has no meaning in and for itself. It has

meaning for Jua (ParSrthatvat). It does not signify any
sacrifice on the part of Prakrti.

(c) Prakrti is Guiiavati not in the sense of possessing

all the good qualities of head and heart but in the sense

of being a unity of Gunas. Similarly, Puru^a (Jiia) is

Aguiia in the sense of being transcendental. It does not

imply that Puru^ia is a heartless brute.

We find, therefore, that this Karika is a misleading

repetition of what has been already defined in Karikas

17, 19 and 20. It means, in any intelligible sense, that

Avyakta is necessarily involved in the self-differentiation

and self-construction of Meaning as a logical and moral
order.

t

K. 61. The dancing girl further changes role with a

coy maiden. She is so modest that “once aware of having
been seen by Puruga she does not again expose herself

to his gaze.’* It is clear that Souk^rnyam of Karika 8 has
become the Sukumartaram of Karika 61. The rest is a

metaphorical misrepresentation of “Karyatah Tad Upalab-
dheh”. It simply means that Prakrti is the irreducible

datum which is never found without an element of inter-

pretation. This Karika obviously conflicts with the 65th.

K. 62. Here the cat is coming out of the bag. The efforts

of Prakfti, so long described as solely directed to the
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liberation of Puru^a aye now declared as having nothing

to do with Puru^a. Who migrates, who is bound and who

is released ? It is Prakrti and none other than that. The

dancing girl is gone, the coy maiden is gone. Instead, we

get a self-deluding and also self-liberating Prakrti. The

author is evidently anxious to keep Puru§a out of the

false (?) show and maintain it in its so-called unmoved

inactivity. The co-operation of the lame Puru^a and the

blind Prakrti is a huge hoax. Puru§a seems to play no

part in this display.

K. 63. But Purusartha comes in again as it must. It

must also guide the unfoldment of Prakrti and its libera-

tion but yet there must not be anything like action in

Purusa. But whose Artha is Puru§artha ? Is it Prakrti's

Artha or Puru^a’s Artha? It must be the latter and,

therefore, it is futile to attempt to eliminate the dynamism

of Artha from Purusa. It is equally vain to suppress the

relation that Artha necessarily signifies.

The term Puru^artha has caused a lot of embarassment.

If Artha be purpose, Purusa must be treated as a purposive

agent. But his Akartrtva conflicts with it. So this Artha

must be transferred to Prakrti. But even then, it does

not cease to be Puru^artha for Sanghata is Parartha. It

did not strike that this Artha is not purpose but logical

meaning which implies^ purpose. The logical meaning

attributed to Purusa (Jna) does not affect its Akartrtva.

On the other hand, this is the only consistent interpreta-

tion. So interpreted, all the erabarassments disappear like

clouds before the shining sun.

K, 64. It conflicts with Karika 62, for, it again suggests

that Purusa is held in bondage and can only get^ out of it

by going through a speculative discipline, viz, I am not,

naught is mine and I do not exist.” It is clear that

Mayavada has been covertly brought in, though Samkhya

emphatically protests against it. According to Samkhya,

I do certainly exist but I am not a mere biological creature

13
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but a rational-moral psycho-bio-physical and, therefore,

a dynamic order. By virtue of my rationality I am one

with the universal logical and moral order realised in and

through the Pftficabhautika re-adjustments. Similarly, it

is not true to say that naught is mine. The whole world

is mine. Mine is to seek Truth and stand for Justice in all

my thoughts and deeds and also to bloom forth in »s-

thetic self-expression. Again I am. I am a Jfia-

Adhivasita-Lifiga-Vi^e^a or a Puru^a.

Tattvabhyasa indicated here is obviously inconsistent

with Tu^tis and Siddhis propounded in Karikas 50 and 51.

K. 65. Here we are told that Puru§a beholds Prakrti.

But in Karika 62 we were told that Prakrti, once aware

of having been seen, never exposes herself to the gaze of

Puru§a. We shall discuss afterwards the validity of the

concept of Prasavanivrtti.

K. 66. What is the Prayoja,na that has been served ?

It is evidently a momentary phase. Nor does it seem to

be very much necessary ; for, the state before and the

state after realisation appear to be identical. (See K. 64).

K. 67. It is for the first time that we hear of

Dharma etc. losing all significance.

K. 68. Pinal and absolute emancipation is said to

follow upon the separation of the wise Purusa from the

corporeal frame. The object of the Mokgavadin has now
evidently been achieved. We have now to see how far it is

consistent with the principles of the Sariikhya philosophy,

apart from the inherent inconsistencies.

We have contended that these Karikas are later

additions intended to graft into the Samkhya philosophy

Mok^avada which is inconsistent with it. Our reasons are

many. They are :

—

(1) The language of these Karikas is predominantly

and viciously metaphorical.
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(2) Many of them are but unnecessary and distorted

recapitulations of theories already propounded.

(3) The new elements that have been introduced are

an undiluted Duhkhavada, viz, that life on earth and

misery are synonymous, an element of illusiveness affect-

ing the world-construction as a whole, the consequent

withdrawal of Vyakta into Avyakta on the attainment

of wisdom and thus the termination of life and world.

None of these, however, can be said to be intended by

the first fifty-two Karikas. We have shown already that

the presence of 2^nanda as a constituent of Lifiga, the

recognition of the virtues of Dharma etc. and the inclusion

of Suhrtprapti among Siddhis directly challenge the

theory of “Duhkham Svabhavena.” The theory of

Satkaryavada gives the lie direct to the element of illusive-

ness attributed to the world-process as a whole. Conse-

quently, the wholesale withdrawal of the world is a

figment of the imagination.

The concept of the beginning and the end of the world-

process as a whole, does not suit the spirit of the Karikas.

One of the grounds of world-construction is Puru^asya

Darifana. We have shown that Dar^ana is not a passing

phase of Jna. Puru^artha is not limited and finite. Jfia

and Avyakta are logical presuppositions which always

exist in the actual or Vyakta. Consequently, knowledge

can not mean a retui;U to the abstract presuppositions.

Knowledge cannot mean either Binivrtti of Avyakta

or its final disappearance from the ‘gaze’ of Puru^a,

Sarnkhya does not accept the theory of an objectless

knowledge, a JnSnamatram. The real is Vyaktavyaktajna.

The world-process is eternal. It is both beginningless and

endless.

Mok?a of the type described is impossible. Granting

that it is possible, the fact that there are many Furu^as

shows clearly that the liberation of one cannot mean the

liberation of all. Consequently, the liberation of one

cannot mean the dissolution of the world as a whole.
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Consequently, the world-order continues to exist. So long

as it continues, there cannot be fhe dissolution of the

seven Prakrti-Vikrtis. It may be said that the world

ceases to exist for the free. The answer is that A.vyakta

is one and Puru?as are many. Consequently, it would be

more proper to say that Purufa is annihilated rather than

Avyftkta. Would it not again be an imperfection on the

part of the liberated Puru^a (assuming it to exist) to forget

the existence of different grades of Puru^as and thus of

the continuance of the world ? What sort of Mok^a is

this ? What sort ofknowledge or wisdom is this that is

ignorant of the undeniable fact of existence ? If it be

said that the Mukta individual is no longer an individual

but merges into the universal, we get a different view of

the individual and its relation to the universal and this

conflicts with the traditional account of the Samkhya
theory of many Puru^as.

The two problems that must be discussed in this context

(1) are the problem of personal continuity after death and

(2) the problem of transmigration. While facing these

problems, we cannot but notice the very significant fact

that these two have not received much attention in the

Karikas. May it not be that these fall under Paravada

which has been eliminated from I^varakrgua’s Sariikhya-

Earika ?

In Karika 39 we are told that Sak^ma-VWesah are

Niyatah i.e. persist. Vacaspati tells us that this Si^k^ma

is Parikalpita i.e. something postulated. He tells us

further that it has been postulated to account for the

transition from one body to another at death. It is some-

thing like a vehicle which enables the individual to

exist just for the time taken between abandoning one and
taking up another Matapitrja body.

As against this, we are told in Earika 41 that Linga is

an abstraction without Vi4e|aih. (Mark the plural). It

means that Littga is an abstraction even when there is
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only one Vi<e?a (admitting this to be a possibility). An
abstraction can not *be said to exist. We find in the

Mah&bhs.rata (XII, 203, 204) that Linga or Puru^a, apart

from the body, is like the moon of the new moon.

Existence of Linga-Puru^a is, therefore, always existence

as the individual born of parents (Matapityja). Necessarily,

the dissolution of the body must be taken to mean
the end of the individual. Consequently, there is no

rebirth of the same individual and as such there is no

necessity for postulating any Vi^e^a for bridging over the

gulf between death and what is called rebirth. The
persistence of Sak^ma means only the persistence of the

structural design of the individual and not of the

individual instance as such.

This design may be said to be the individualising order

or principle. The persistence of the individualising

principle means persistent individualisation or production

of individual instances or incarnation of the design. This

incarnation proceeds along the natural physiological

processes of impregnation and conception and is subject to

the natural laws of life and death. This individualising

principle is the Dehi of the Gita which is eternal and

indestructible (Ch. II v. 30) and which rejects the worn-out

vesture and renews it (Ch. II v. 22).

So long, however, ,as the individual born of parents

lives, he or she symbolises the rational-moral order that

Jua-Avyakta-Lifiga means. The individual person has

value so far as this order is realised in life. It is the

principle or order that has value. The individual is

valuable for the order. So far, therefore, as any person

sets himself or herself against the order, defies and denies

it, he or she has no value and the wise never mourn their

destruction for the sake of the order of Truth and Justice.

(Gita. Ch. II.) Death or destruction of the individual

means neither the destruction of the order .nor, conse-

quently, of the continuous flow of individuals.
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With the dismissal of the belief in personal continuity

after death, go the beliefs in transmigration and Mok^a.

It may be asked : How are the inequalities of life to be

accounted for ? We shall say, in the first place, that the

inequalities demand solution more than explanation. If

the Law of Karma that is usually referred to, in this

connection, has served any purpose, it is to minimise the

paramount importance of whole-hearted attempts to

solve the problem of inequalities. In the next place,

Sarnkhya has never lost sight of the inequalities and has

provided for them in the constitution of Avyakta. Variety,

inequality, conflict, they are the very laws of life. It is

also the law of life to stimulate persistent efforts to solve

them. We may go further and say that it is also the law of

life that they would never be completely annihilated nor

would they be able to completely suppress all efforts to

overcome them.

It is left to the human persons to do their bit, to take

sides with the forces of Truth and Justice as against those

of untruth and injustice. It is in this that true Mokga or

self-determination or freedom lies. We need not consider

the position that personal discontinuity would mean the

destruction of all morality. That is, indeed, a vulgar

conception of Morality that constantly appeals to rewards

and punishments. True morality knows only one appeal

and that is the appeal to Reason or the Law of order or

Truth and Justice irrespective of consequences.

It is, indeed, an irony of fate that Sftmkhya passes

to-day for exactly that which it has condemned most

emphatically, most logically and most unequivocally.

After all, Viparyaya and A^akti are inseparable from

Pratyayasarga. But there is hope yet, for Tu^tis and

Siddhis are equally inseparable.

The Pnd.








